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New counseling center combines programs
By Scott Wird
The Educational Opportunity Program,
which provides help for disadvantaged
minority and low-income students, will no
longer provide counseling services.
Starting next fall, that function will be
handled by various other programs in a
central Learning Assistance Center.
The basic restructuring of EOP ahd many
other tutoring and counseling programs was
suggested in plan adopted by SJSU President
Gail Fullerton last week.
Some of the other programs involved are
MESA, ASPIRE, Upward Bound, and the
Student Affirmative Action center.
The Educational Opportunity Program is
designed to "interest disadvantaged but
promising minority and low-income

students," according to a program brochure.
It provides counseling, tutoring, and
financial aid assistance for students
"disadvantaged" sociologically or
economically.
The program also helps students enter
the university who cannot meet regular entrance requirements.
In a memo describing the changes,
Hobert Burns, academic vice president and
Robert Martin, dean of student services,
proposed the following steps:
-- establish a learning assistance
resource center;
- rename the General Edcucation Advisement Center the Academic Advisement
Center and broaden its functions:
- consolidate the university outreach and

recruitment efforts.
The Learning Resource Center will
provide a central place for the various servies
that are "fragmented" throughout the
university, according to Martin.
Martin said he hopes the center will be
located in the old I Wahlquist I library
building. Fullerton wants the center, and
other proposals in the memo established by
next fall, he said.
The main administrative change is the
placing of the program under the auspicies of
the academic vice president.
The learning assistance resource center
will provide assistance to all students in basic
skills programs such as reading, writing,
mathematics and logic, according to the
memo.

Its self-stated purpose is to "bring
together in a single location . . . all the
present resources devoted to assisting
students with learning problems."
Renaming the General Education Advisement Center the "Academic Advisement
Center" would broaden its functions to include advisement on general education,
undeclared major, special major, and second
baccalaureate degree, as well as EOP advisement and coordination of all academic
advisement.
The changes would combine the administration of these programs, among
others:
- ASPIRE, a tutoring program.
- Upward Bound, also a tutoring
program.

- MESA, a tutoring and counseling
program.
- Student Affirmative Action Referral
Center.
-Writing Lab.
- Reading Lab.
-Mathematics Clinic.
- Logic Lab.
-Electronic Learning Lab.
EOP will still monitor, screen, and follow
up on students, Martin said. But all counseling for the program will be "contracted
out" to one of the groups included in the
Learning Assistance Center, Martin said,
It will be EOP’s responsibility to moniter
the contracts, he added.
EOP officials were not available for
comment.

Police nab Iranians in Khomeini protest
Crackdown results in four arrests,
leads to confrontation at police station

University Police Sgt. W.A. Lane wrestles with a member of an
anti -Khomeini group at University Police headquarters. The

group was there to protest the arrest minutes earlier of four of
their comrades outside the Student Union.

Academic Senate to act April 19

Athletic budget talks postponed
By Cindy Maro
Academic Senators again
deciding whether the
postponed
athletic departments are receiving
too much money from SJSU.
Because the athletic board had
not yet met to discuss the issue,
senators decided Monday to discuss
the athletic departments’ budget on
April 19.
A decision also was delayed
March 1, when the Senate referred
the matter to its Financial Affairs
and Curriculum committees.
A resolution, sponsored by Ted
Norton, political science professor,
and Roy Young, former Senate
chairman, recommended that no
increases from the state instructional funds be given to
athletics and that efforts should be
made to reduce financial support.
The Financial Affairs and

Curriculum committees announced
their support of the resolution at
Monday’s meeting.
The athletic departments’
operating budget, not including
salaries, totals $1.6 million, according to a report from the
academic vice president’s office.
Student fees paid for 14.2 percent of these funds, while programearned revenue, such as the sale of
game programs, made up 64.3
percent.
The remaining 21.5 percent, or
$344,701, came from the general
fund.
Norton earlier called this a
"substantial amount" and argued
for no further increases.
The Financial Affairs and
Curriculum committees noted that
the athletic departments receive
11.1 percent of the instruction and

institutional support portions of the
budget. This figure does not include
salaries.
The committees said this figure
Es "disproportionate and excessive"
when compared with the funds
allotted to other areas.
The athletic departments
received more money than each of
the schools of social work, library
science, business, education or
social sciences.
The schools of social work and
library science recieved .5 percent
each; school of business, 3.6 percent; school of education, 4.4 percent; and school of sciences, 5.8
percent.
Some senators questioned how
the athletic departments use the
money.
Robert Wrede, mathematics

and computer science professor,
wondered how much money and
time is used for recruitment.
Norton also questioned the
allocation.
"There is little information on
the impact of. say, the success of a
football team on enrollment,"
Norton said.
However, Ed Mosher, alumni
representative to the Senate, said
athletics helps generate publicity for
SJSU.
Earlier he noted the "millions of
dollars in free publicity" that came
from San Jose Mercury-News and
San Francisco Chronicle coverage of
SJSU football games.
Senate Chairman Dave McNeil
told senators he would try to provide
them with additional information
about the athletic departments if
they requested it.

Journalism Building named Bentel Hall
in honor of department founder
By Cary Wyant-Schairer
Communications Week, a two-day event
featuring 10 panel discussions, began yesterday
and continues today, highlighted by the
dedication and renaming of the Journalism
Building at 4 p.m.
The building will be named Dwight Bentel
Hall, in honor of Dwight Bentel, who founded the
Journalism Department in 1934.
Bentel, who retired as chairman of the
department in 1974, was one of three panelists
discussing media law at 9 a.m. yesterday in the
S.U. Costanoan Room.
A reception will be held in his honor in the
Spartan Daily newsroom at 5 p.m. following the
building dedication.
When Bentel began the Department of
Journalism in 1931,. ’ he hail a handful of students
and some bootlegged typewritters," according to
Dennis Brown, current chairman of the
department.

At that time, the department trained
students only in print journalism. Courses in
radio-TV journalism, advertising and public
relations were not added until after World War
IL
Bentel’s influence on the department was
considerable, Brown said. "He’s known as a
great supporter of student freedom, a strong
First Amendment advocate.
"He thought students should have an uncensored paper, that students should be free to
make mistakes and learn from them," Brown
said.
The purpose of Communications Week,
Brow(’ said, is to give students a chance "to look
at the department in a broad context." Seminars
scheduled today include panelists who are
communications professionals and were
designed to expose students to many aspects of
the field.
Another purpose of Communications Week is
"to recognize outstanding alumni," Brown said.

Lyn Nofziger, a ’50 SJSU graduate and
former special assistant to President Reagan,
will be the keynote speaker at an awards
banquet honoring alumni and students at 6:30
tonight in the S.U. Ballroom.
Nofziger is also scheduled to participate in a
panel discussion on "Coverage of Politics by the
News Media" at 2 p.m. today in Engineering 132.
His fellow panelists will include reporters
and editors from the Washington Post, the Los
Angeles Times, and the San Jose Mercury News.
Other seminars scheduled for today, open to
all students, are:
"Broadcasting and Deregulation: What’s in
the Future?" at 9 a.m. in the S.U. Costanoan
Room
"Women in the Workplace: Do’s and font’s
for the Woman Joh-Seeker" at 9 a.m. in the S.U.
Almaden Boom.
"Getting a Job in Conimunications: Tips and
Tactics" at 10:30 a.m., second floor of the
Student Union.

By Phil LaVelle
Four anti -Khomeini demonstrators were arrested yesterday
afternoon by university police as
they tried to follow a pro-Khomeini
group leaving the Student Union.
Shortly after the arrests, up to 18
persons from the anti-Khomeini
group stalked to university police
headquarters. Once there, they were
detained and questioned for being
"unruly," according to Russ I.unsford, university police spokesman.
Yesterday’s police actions
began at 1:50 p.m. when 20
Khomeini supporters left the
Student Union through the north exit
after leaving a book table they had
manned for more than two hours.
As they left, they were followed
by an angry mob of more than 40
anti-Khomeini demonstrators who
shouted "Khomeini spies off our
campus!"
-As the anti -Khomeini groups
reached the walkway north of the
Student Union they were stopped by
a large number of university police
plainclothes officers and administrators, including Chief
Earnest Quinton. Aided by several
uniformed officers brandising
nightsticks, the plainclothes police
wrestled with the people at the front
of the anti -Khomeini group.
uniformed officers
Other
emerged from secret locations to
assist in the arrest of the four and to
disperse the two groups.
Uniformed officers ran from
inside the Student Union and from
the walkway area between the
Engineering and Industrial
Technology buildings. An officer
there yelled to the pro-Khomeini
group, "Go on, get out of here, it’s
over."
The four at the head of the antiKhomeini group were stopped,
wrestled to the ground, handcuffed,
and quickly led away to police cars
parked near the Engineering
Building ramp.
At least seven plainclothes
university police administrators and
officers spent more than two hours
watching the two groups inside the
Student Union yesterday at midday.
The pro-Khomeini group had
obtained permission from the
Student Union scheduling office to

set ups book table, according to Sgt.
W. A. Lane.
Officers coordinated their
surveillance of the two groups by
radio. At least one plainclothes
investigator watched the group from
a vantage point on the upper pad of
the Student Union.
Earlier, members of the antiKhomeini group told reporters that
members of the pro-Khomeini group
were "spies and not students from
this campus."
Most from the anti-Khomeini
group asked that their names not be
used in the Daily, saying, "It’s too
dangerous." They alleged that
members of the pro-Khomeini group
would send their names to the
Iranian government.
One member of the antiKhomeini group who gave her name
as Malie Mojahed explained that the
anti-Khomeini group was composed
of severL1 Iranian student groups
"opposed to Khomeini, Dracula
Khomeini, that bloodthirsty man."
A member of the pro-Khomeini
group, Hossein Hezbollohi, a 24year-old electrical engineering
graduate student, said, "I wouldn’t
call our group pro-Khomeini, just
pro-Islam." Hezbollohi charged that
the anti-Khomeini group was "a
bunch of counter-revolutionary
communists" and said accounts of
mass executions in Iran are
distorted.
A short time after police announced the detention of the anti Khomeini group at police
headquarters, a member of the
group who wasn’t detained came to
the Spartan Daily newsroom
alleging police brutality.
"At
campus
police
( headquarters ), they i police )
started pushing us inside and beat
about five or six of us," Ali Dousti
said.
"There wasn’t any excessive
use of force," Sgt. Lane said later.
An hour after the arrests,
Lunsford told the Spartan Daily it
wasn’t known whether the four
would be released or booked into
county jail. Lunsford said the group
of about 18 would be banned from
coming onto the campus for two
weeks.

Committee passes
budget to directors
for A.S. approval
By Lenny Bonsall
The AS. budget committee put
the finishing touches on its
recommended 1982-83 budget during
the group’s last meeting of the year
Tuesday afternoon.
The committee concentrated on
last-minute-stipulation-changes as it
prepared the budget for the April 1
deadline. At that time, the A.S.
board of directors will assume the
money allocation chores. The
committee voted to approve its final
recommendation following the
changes.
One stipulation altered by the
committee on Tuesday concerned
the proposed Equal Rights Amendment. The stipulation, as it appears
in the budget, says that no A.S.
money may be spent in states that
have not ratified the ERA, without a
two-thirds approval by the board of
directors,
(lark Meadows, budget committee chairman, said he thought
the measure should be eliminated.

"I don’t see any reason to have
it - it’s waived every time a group
comes before us," Meadows said.
"There’s no point in having these
stipulations that don’t do anything."
"This (amendment) is basic to
human rights," countered committee member Rich Robinson. "We
( AS. ) shouldn’t condone the activites of, or do business with, the
states that continue to discriminate
against women."
The debate continued until
Angela Osborne, A.S. controller,
offered a compromise. Osborne’s
proposal said that if the ERA were
not passed nationwide by the end of
the university’s fiscal year, the
stipulation would be eliminated.
Despite Robinson’s "vehement"
protests, the motion passed. 8-1.
Another stipulation was added
to the budget package - this one
concerning Revised Automatic
Funding Initiative groups.
Continued on page 8
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Ads, the bane of TV
Can anyone think of anything as vile, offensive and
violent in content as a television commercial?
I can’t.
Television commercials aim for the most animalistic
tendencies in their viewers, trying to inspire an antagonistic response, in hopes of impressing the name of
the product in the viewer’s mind.
Whenever I attempt to watch a TV show, I’m inundated with a plethora of 30-to 55-second vulgarities that

By Jon Swartz
Staff Writer

advertise the latest food deodorant, fast food creation or
sugar-laden breakfast cereal.
The mere thought of having to watch a man peel off
one of his socks only to have his dog keel over in an
odorous stupor is depressing enough. To actually see it is
downright repulsive.
Or how about the nauseating nuisance of a fast food
huckster who persistently and unexpectedly pops up
everywhere, continuously pushing his croussaint and
sesame seed sandwiches off on naive consumers?
Finally, there is the obligatory Saturday morning
children’s cereal commercial shown on prime time TV
that features a group of obnoxious punks who scream, yell
and fret over the various chocolate-coated breakfast
treats.
Whatever commercials may be, nothing can be done
to completely eliminate them from the airwaves. They
are a necessity if television hopes to survive financially.
Television commericals pay an appreciable amount
of the cash needed to subsidize the existence of television
programming and technical maintenance at no cost to the
viewer. To abruptly cut them off would be foolish.
But it is becomming an annoyance to see so many

stupid i for lack of a better word I people rudely and
pugnaciously shove their offensive products in our faces
and tell us to buy them or face the circumstances of a
meaningless life.
Having someone address us on what two out of three
doctors think is the better aspirin is ridiculous. The entire
basis for the commercial is ludicrous.
Commercial representatives are speaking to three
doctors i that’s right, that is exactly what they do), not to
the tens of thousands of doctors available for a legitimate
poll.
Further irritating is the moron with the semblence of
half a brain who preaches to the consumer about a "new
and improved" product, one that is superior to the "ordinary" version of the product.
My question to that moron is how do you define the
term "new and improved"? Is it the lush new packaging
that showcases the product much more attractively, or is
it the newly priced commodity that they’re really trying to
peddle?
I’ve never recalled a "new and improved" product
being sold on its improved content and quality. What I see
instead is a prominently dispalyed package with newly
displayed colors and designs strewn across its exterior
It’s dumb.
What publicists can do to alleviate the frustration and
anger that commercials cause television viewers is to
tone down the consistently insipid material that permeates our TV screens.
All that a viewer asks for is to be treated in a civilized
manner. We would appreciate being talked to and informed in a calm and rational method. Don’t yell at us and
insult our intelligence with wild, sensational statements.
Not only will you, the TV advertisers, learn how to act
on a more responsible level, but you’ll also lend credibility
to the respect-barren commercial industry.
Based on record TV and commercial revenues over
the past decade, I seriously doubt that the commercial
industry will blink an iota at changing their present format. Their attitude is to "stick with a good thing." Money
is money, after all.
Unfortunately, the TV viewer will suffer because of
that crass, juvenile attitude.
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A needed evaluation

SJSU’s Tower List
The Tower List - it has been
called everything from a blessing to
a curse.
But despite the controversy that
surrounds this student publication,
the Tower List serves a valuable
purpose and should be given student
support.
The Tower List staff asks
students to evaluate their in-

By Cindy Maro
Staff Writer

structors and publishes the results in
a softcover book.
Because many instructors won’t
permit the Tower List staff to
conduct in-class evaluations, the
staff must distribute its questionnaire randomly throughout campus
and wait for responses. Often, the
Tower List must publish evaluations
based upon less than 20 student
responses.
This leads many people to claim
that the Tower List is misleading.
While the published results may
not be representative of all students’
assessmeuits, it’s not misleading to
any reasonably intelligent student.
The Tower List tells its readers
how many responses it collected for
each teacher evaluation; in this
way, readers can determine the
reliability of each evaluation.
Students paid $193 this semester
to attend SJSU full-time. They have
a right to try to select the best in-

structors, and the Tower List may
be the only source of information.
Although all instructors are
required to be evaluated by students
every year, these results are not
released to the public, said Bill
Tidwell, chairman of the Academic
Senate’s professional standards
committee.
Therefore, the Tower List is the
only place students can turn if they
seek their peers’ evaluations of an
instructor.
Interestingly enough, the
questions used by the Tower List
staff are similar to those devised by
the Student Evaluation Review
Board, a five-member, faculty
committee that is responsible for the
official student evaluation forms
used throughout the campus.
Both torms ask students to
evaluate the overall effectiveness of
an instructor, the fairness of grading
and the clarity of course
requirements.
But student response to these
questions must be taken with some
degree of skepticism.
An explanation of course
requirements that is clear to one
student may be confusing to
another. And some vindictive
students may use the evaluation as a
way to "get back" at an instructor
whom he dislikes.
No, it merely forces readers to
consider the biases and problems
that may have elicted a response.
The Tower List can still serve as a
frame of reference for students and
as one method to assess an instructor’s ability.
Because of this, the Tower List
serves a vital function at SJSU, and
students should continue to give it
their support.

Editor’s notebook

SJSU should bank on strengths
By Michael Liedtke
Editor
It’s April Fool’s Day, but this is
no joke: SJSU’s Journalism
Department is one of the finest in the
nation.
That bit of braggadocio was
corroborated last weekend when the
California Intercollegiate Press
Association gave its grand sweepstakes award for overall excellence
to SJSU’s Journalism Department in
a competition which involved approximately 35 other schools in the
state.
The triumph was just another
glowing example of SJSU’s often
overlooked academic eminence.
Besides journalism, SJSU is also
renowned for its Art and
Aeronautics departments.
Since the supposed mission of
most universities is to promote
educational prowess, it seems
rather funny that SJSU’s administration often treats its
academic programs like the punch
line to a bad joke. Year after year,
this schools’s haughty hierarchy
regards its academic programs with
a certain indolence.
This cavalier attitude has been
most clearly manifested by the way
the administration has rationed the
sumptuous Instructionally Related
Activities fund recently.
In each of the last two years,
approximately 80 percent - some
8240,000 - of the IRA coffers has
been doled out to the men’s and

women’s athletic departments.
the process, several
In
academic programs were left out in
the cold, banished to wallow on a
tundra of financial shortages.
Some of the more fortunate
programs were rescued from this
fiscal Siberia by the Automatic
’
Funding Initiative last year.
referendum, slightly
The
revised in last week’s A.S. elections,
gives money from the A.S. budget to
seven groups, including the Daily
and Radio-TV News in the Journalism Department.
It was a noble gesture on the
part of the students, but one can’t
help but wonder whether it is the
student body’s responsibility to keep
any of the university’s academic
programs alive.
Logically, that burden should
fall upon the administration’s
seemingly feeble shoulders.
Given their prominent merits,
Radio-TV News and the Daily would
seem to be worthy of some IRA
money so they can strive to maintain
their standard of excellence.
Instead, the administration has
elected to funnel the IRA funds to
departments which are valiantly
struggling to make the big-time, but

are far from attaining that goal.
The athletic departments should
receive some IRA moeny, but not
the outrageous amounts it has been
receiving in recent years. A much
more reasonable allocation would he
50 percent of IRA funds.
This would not be as painful to
achieve as it might seem. All the
administration would have to do is
de-emphasize
SJSU’s
men’s
basketball program.
While SJSU’s other "big-time"
athletic program, football, has
shown signs of becoming totally self.

About the only way the
basketball team can break even in
any given year is by making the
NCAA play-offs, something which
isn’t likely to happen very often,
even with the coaching brilliance of
Bill Berry.
And if the basketball program
was cut back, it certainly wouldn’t
upset a legion of fans. On most
nights, the Spartans are lucky if
there are more filled seats than
empty ones in a tiny arena with a
capacity of 2,700.
If SJSU’s administration still

A much more reasonable allocation
would be 50 percent of IRA funds
sufficient in recent years, the
basketball program remains a
woefully losing proposition.
For example, in the athletic
department’s budget for 1981-82, the
basketball team’s projected expenses exceeded the squad’s
projected income by more than
double. The budget estimated the
basketball team would raise $62,000
in revenue while costing the athletic
department a whopping 8125,000.

refuses to divert more money to its
academic programs, it should at
least consider bestowing more attention on them.
Instead of constantly extolling
the programs of the athletic
departments, maybe SJSU’s administration should spend more
time publicizing the accomplishments of its academic
programs.
We are certainly trying to.

the mailbag
Pre -women should
be called girls
Editor:
In reference to Sonjia Peterson’s letter of March 31 concerning
Mark J. Tennis’ use of the word
"girl" in his column, I believe that
Ms. Peterson should consult a
dictionary or a good book on English
usage to get information on the use
of words, instead of the most recent
copy of Ms. Magazine.
Tennis was writing about Cheryl
Miller, a high school athlete, as
opposed to a female SJSU athlete
such as Joy Ellingson or Karen
Ward.
Since Miss Miller is still in high
school, she should be called a girl,
since she has yet to reach legal
adulthood.
Furthermore, if Peterson has
read any sports sections in recent
weeks, she would have noticed that
the state championship for high
school males, they were called the
boys’ championship, not the men’s.
In this day and age, when the
young people of this country are
forced to grow up too quickly in
many cases, let’s not be too quick to
confer something as important and
sacred as womanhood on someone
before her time.
And, in this time in which the
English language is deteriorating,
instead of ripping Tennis for

"sexist" terminology, we should
instead praise Tennis for his proper
use of the language.
Richard de Give
Journalism
junior

Pryor review
has major flaw
Editor:
After reading Jon Swartz’s
review on Richard Pryor’s new film,
I noticed one major flaw. Pryor did
not make his film debut in "Lady
Sings the Blues." His debut film was
in 1968 playing the role of Stanley X
In "Wild in the Streets."
Another matter: when Mr.
Swartz did his article on how certain
films inspire imitations a few weeks
back, he listed "The Trip" being
inspired by "Easy Rider.""
I find that hard to believe since
"The Trip" was made in 1967 and
"Easy Rider" was released in 1969.
Besides the fact that both films
starred Peter Fonda, and Jack
Nicholson wrote "The Trip" and costarred in "Easy Rider," I feel that
the two films had nothing in common.
And I thought all reviewers did
their homework.
Gary [Arian
Journalism
junior

Cartoonist has
xenophobic view
Editor:
ho are the poor? Officially they
are the 13 percent of all Americans
who live at or below the Census
Bureau’s 1980 povert- threshold of
an $8,414 annual income for a family
of four." il\l..?wsweek, April 5, 1982. I
If cartoonist Amaro had read the
above lines, he wouldn’t have
depicted the developing nations as
the world’s recipients of hand-outs.
This cartoon showed a poor-looking
African kid stretching out his hands
and pan for hand-outs.
No, Amaro was wrong. He should
have realized that "the poor" in
America, according to Newsweek,
"are still mostly white..."
Amaro should realize that
Nigeria, Ghana, the Ivory Coast or
Senegal have never begged him for
handouts. The problem this cartoonist has is that xenophobia and
ethnocentrism have diluted his
ability to remain objective.
It is this lack of objectivity that
warranted many African leaders to
deport many Western journalists in
the last decade. The Spartan Daily,
to me, still remains a gigantic joke.
Chibune Wore*
Business senior
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Students to protest
Reagan’s budget cuts
with flood of letters
President proposes $1.5 billion slash in aid
By Cindy Niaro
The California State Students
Association is undertaking a letter-writing
campaign to protest President Reagan’s
proposed $1.5 billion cuts in federal student
aid for 1983-1984.
"We’re going to be generating letters
from administrators and students," said
Jim Rowen, SJSU’s representative for the
association.
Rowen said he will visit dormitories,
fraternities and sororities to ask students
to write their congressmen and protest
Reagan’s proposal.
The association decided at its March
19 and 20 meetings to undertake the letterwriting campaign, Rowen said, adding
that, "I’m going to be expecting a letter
from each ( AS.) board member."

Reagan to justify his proposal.
The resolution, which also promises to
fight to defeat the proposal, was intended
"just to show our position," said Mike
Howell, AS. student services director.
On March 1, designated by the United
States Student Association as Student
Action Day on Financial Aid, Rowen held a
news conference to discuss his opposition
to the proposal.
A sample letter of protest also appeasred in the Spartan Daily on that date.
Rowen estimated 20 to 30 students
used the letter as a model when they wrote
to their congressmen.
"We only publicized it for one day so I
think it’s a pretty good turnout," Rowen
said.

Proposal may affect 2,000 SJSU students
Reagan’s proposal calls for the
elimination of the Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant and
National Direct Student Loan programs.
The Pell Grant (formerly known as the
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant) and
the College Work Study programs would
be reduced by more than $1 billion.
Applicants for the Guaranteed Student
Loan program would face stricter
eligibility requirements and higher interest rates.
Rowen said he will ask people to write
to Reps. Don Edwards, D-San Jose, Paul
McCloskey Jr., R-Menlo Park, and Norman Mineta, D-Santa Clara.
More than 2,200 SJSU students would
be affected if the proposal is adopted, said
Don Ryan, SJSU’s financial aid director.
The letter-writing campaign is just
one method student leaders are using to
protect Reagan’s proposal.
The A.S. Board of Directors
unanimously voted March 17 to ask

0

In addition, nine CSSA delegates
traveled to Washington, D.C. in February
to lobby congressmen and White House
officials about the proposal.
Ryan has traveled to Las Vegas and
Washington, D.C. to meet with other
financial aid administrators to discuss
ways to protest the proposal.
Rowen and Ryan encouraged students
to write their congressmen about their
feelings toward to the prososal.
Below is a list of Congressmen and
their addresses.
Don Edwards, D-San Jose, 1625 the
Alameda, San Jose, Calif. 95126
Paul McCloskey Jr., R-Menlo Park,
305 Grant Ave., Palo Alto, Calif. 94306
Norman Mineta, D-Santa Clara, 1245
S. Winchester Blvd., San Jose, Calif. 95128
Alan Cranston, D-Calif., 45 Polk St.,
San Francisco, Calif. 94102
Sam Hayakawa, R-Calif., 1390 N.
Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94102
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Specialists
tor The Second Consecutive Year
The California Intercollegiate Press Association
Has Named KSIS The Best Collegiate Radio

Executive Suite 260
100 N. Winchester
Blvd. San Jose, CA
246-7200
MCIMIMMIO

THE AWARDS: FIRST PLACE
Best Station in California
Best Disc Jockey, Ryan Urban
Best Radio Newscast.
Tony Kovaleski and lane McMillan
Best Radio News Story, Bob Barry.
Best Breaking News Story. Carol Marble

Games ban exempts SJSU
By Dave Lewis
Videophiles at SJSU don’t have to worry
about revisions in city ordinances about the
games, as long as they play on campus.
The city council Tuesday pondered over
the proposed changes which may establish
age and time of day requirements for playing
the games.
Among the possible modifications to the
law are setting a minimum age, and
prohibiting minors to play during school
hours, according to Lee Beardall, a senior
city planner.
However, SJSU would not be affected by
the ordinance, which may be a relief to the
masses of video game players on campus.

"The ordinance would probably have no
effect on SJSU," Beardall said. "It’s public
property, the ordinance only regulates
private property."
The proposed ordinance drew criticism
from Derek Wong, 1341 Echo Valley Drive,
San Jose.
In a March 11 letter, Wong accused the
council of singling out a specific group with
the ordinance.
"The proposed legislation is unconstitutional...absurdly discriminatory,"
Wong wrote.
In his letter, Wong said the ordinance was
aimed specifically at under 18 year-olds and
was therefore unfair.
Council made no comment about the

letter.
According to Beardall, council has sent
the proposal back to the planners office for
reworking.
"The new criteria is more specific (about
time and age) and we may have to revise the
ordinance," Beardall said. He explained that
the ordinance would be revised instead of just
adding the changes on.
Beardall also said that his department
was meeting with representatives from the
video game industry and that they had been
supportive of the move.
"They ( the industry want to keep a clean
image."
The proposals will come up on the
calendar again sometime in April.

Reserved books, equipment may be ordered

Purchasing freeze thaws library
By Janet Gilmore
The effect of Gov. Edmund G. Brown
Jr.’s freeze on supply and equipment purchasing is beginning to melt for the staff at
the Robert D. Clark Library.
The library was granted several exemptions by the governor’s committee of state
officers set up during the freeze which took
effect March 12.
According to Library Director Maureen
Pastine, these requests were permitted:
Books requested by faculty to be placed
on reserve may be ordered.
The inter-library loan system, which
requires books and photocopies to be mailed
between University of California and

California State University campuses, may
continue.
Essential supplies for equipment, like the
Xerox machines may be ordered.
The committee did not grant the requests
that new workers be hired to fill vacancies
( the freeze also bans hiring and promotion of
all employees of state agencies). But students
already on staff can work longer hours to fill
that gap in employees.
Pastine also requested that bids continued for telephones conduits, which must be
installed before telephone lines may be installed. This request was denied, but Pastine
said she has resubmitted another request.
She asked that bids for the new library

furniture be allowed to continue, but that
request was denied as well.
Purchasing Officer Jim Hill said,
"Sacramento returned the estimates" to the
purchasing office.
However, Pastine said she has sent a
"justification" to the committee stating that
the lack of furniture has resulted in the libary
not meeting the standards for seating set by
the CSU system.
Pastine said many students are sitting on
the floor in the library because there jsut isn’t
enough seating.
She said the exemptions granted were
"really helpful" but insufficient library
furniture would be "devastating."
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"Careers In Social Science" will be
discussed at 2 p.m. today in the S.U.
Umunhum Room. For more information
contact the Career Planning and Placement
Office.
D. Stehlik, professor of physics at the
University of California, Berkeley, will speak
on "Structural and Dynamical Aspects of a
Photochemical Hydrogen Transfer Reaction
in Aromatic Single Crystals" at 1:30 p.m.
today in Duncan Hall, room 505.
Sigma Na will host an April Fools Day
open party at 9 tonight at 155 S. 11th St. For
more information call Mike Scanlon at 2799473.
The Inter-Varsity Christinan Fellowship
will present a talk on "Friendship
Evangelism" at 7 tonight in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. Call Alan Logan at 292-2282
for more information.
Sigma Delta Chi will present Doug Willis,
Associated Press reporter, at 12:30 p.m.
today in Journalism Classroom 117. Willis,
speaking as part of Mass Communications
Week, will discuss the upcoming state elections he is covering. Call Steve Stroth at 2943014 for more information.

The United Campus Christian Ministry
will host a fellowship supper at 5:30 p.m.
April 13 at Jonah’s Wail, 10th and San Carlos
streets. Call Natalie Shiras at 298-0204 for
more information.

Three Polish Solidarity activists will be
guests at a fund-raising reception for Tony
Estremera, San Jose City Council District 3
candidate. The reception will be held at 5 p.m.
today at 2131 the Alameda. Tickets are $5 and
$10. For more information call 294-3369.

The Campus Christian Center will present a
Bible study on the images of war and peace at
noon April 13 in the S.U. Montalvo Room. For
more information call Natalie Shiras at 2980204.

Ian and the Idiots, a New Wave band, will
perform at 1 p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom. Call
Bill Rolland at 277-2807 for more information.
The African Awareness Month Planning
Committee will meet at 3 p.m. tommorrow in
the S.U. Pacheco Room. Call Tony Bolivar at
926-8614 for more information.

Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer will
speak at noon April 13 in an event sponsored
by the AS. Program Board. The performance
will be at the S.U. Amphitheatre or Upper
Pad, depending upon the weather. Call
Martha Brandt at 277-2807 for more information.

CARP will host a rally about Poland,
Soviet imperialism and international communist conspiracy at noon today in the S.U.
Amphitheatre. Eldridge Cleaver will be one
of the speakers.

The Hispanic Business Association will
host a graduate panel at 6:30 p.m. April 13 in
Business Classrooms 001 and 004. Anyone
may attend.

Richard Berg, SJSU graduate student,
will speak on "Mineral Separation in
C.E.L.S.S." at 1:30 p.m. April 13 in Duncan
Hall, room 505.

ARE YOU
COMING
UP SHORT AT
THE END OF
THE MONTH?

SECOND PLACE
Disc jockey. Bert Ashe
Radio News Reporting, Ken Fernquist
Sports Reporting, Tom Letts
Radio Sportscast, Tony Kovaleski
Play By Play Sports,
Tony Kovaleski and Steve Scott
Public Service Announcement.
Diane Coca, Bob Helms. Ryan Urban
Station I D. Diana Coca. Bob Helms

Spartan Daily

TONIGHT!
TAX AND INFLATION SEMINAR
........
0* .....
WHO’S FOOLING wHo
expos,.
an
1 Income ten deception, a history and
4
2 The real cause of inflation. ..plots
.
system
the
beat
3 How to
.
4 Forty years of slavery of living in wealth. your choice’
.
5 Living on other people’s money through pyramid power
.
6 The help you need, you can’t do it alone.
.
7 How to get started, it’s never too late to win

THIRD PLACE
Radio News Reporting, Carol Marble
Radio Sports Reporting, Tony Kovaleski
Radio Documentary. John lobertine
Public Service Announcement. I’m McCarthy
Station I D lim McCarthy

J

tb. .....
The teal truth behind the IRS or how to use the secret
laws of the rich to get wealthy.
THURSDAY APRIL 1 6.30 PM
A.S. COUNCIL CHAMBERS STUDENT UNION
FREE
FREE

There s one thing that s probably common to oil college students
they have to watch their finances Here s news about some help yOu
may be able to get
Air Force ROTC has tour, three and two-year scholarships Mot pro
vide you $IOO a month arid cover all tuition books one lob and in
cidental fees Alan AFROTC Coo you II enter on exciting program of
Alt Force instruction that prepares yOu for one of the most gratifying
management opportunities available tOday
Then as a commissioned officer in the Al, Force. you It find respon.
you ii find that
sibolity and challenge from your very first assignment
people respect you tor what you do pest
Consider the Air Force as one of your goals and consider the
AFROTC program as a rood to that goal If you need financial help to
,fee your mind for yOur studies find out about AFROTC scholarships to
’Joy
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ROTC of

Gateway to a great way
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Schools provide copies of hard-to -find publications

Seeking that obscure text? Try department libraries
By Chris Borden
Need a place to study but find the Clark Library too
noisy?
Maybe you’re tired of looking for that certain book on
those long, cluttered library shelves.
Don’t fret. That big book barn out there has a lot of
competition in the form of departmental "libraries" or
reading rooms, some of which offer a quiet place to study
city or
and amenities not available in any big library
university.
Anthropology Department
Tucked neatly away in the basement of the Social
Sciences Building, at Fourth and San Carlos streets, are
more than 500 books on various areas of anthropology
archeological to religious.
The reading room itself is spacious and comfortable,
with lounge chairs, rugs and a wide conference table.
There’s also a coffee machine and chalkboard.
"Our students really get a lot of use out of it," said
Nadine Willey, Anthropology Department secretary.
Students can check out books during library hours, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Asian-American Studies
The reading room is located in the same building as
the Anthropology Department and the hours are the same.
Don’t go here unless you just want to browse, or you
know what you’re looking for. The room is small and
cramped.
The library contains a good selection of AsianAmerican topics and a shelf full of Bay area Asian weekly
newspapers. It’s also a good reference point for locating
Asian-American topics found in the Clark Library. A
special file exists for this purpose.
Biology Department
The "library" is actually the Biology Department
Storeroom, located in Duncan Hall, room 435. It is
primarily a resource for biology students, as it is only
open before and after lab periods.
There’s a service window where books, lecture tapes
and field equipment can be checked out.
Books available include microscope references,
animal, botany and dissection guides.

Friday. Books may be checked out Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays from 10:30 to 11:20 a.m. and Thursdays from
2:30 to 3:20 p.m.
English Department
If writing essays suits your fancy, this is the place to
study. Here is a plethora of novels, bibliographies and
books on writing.
Located in Faculty Offices Building room 104, the
lounge is quiet and comfortable. It has a long conference
table, sofa, chalkboard and even a soda vending machine.
The room is open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through
Friday, but is subject to departmental meetings and class
usage.
Geology Department
Also named the Rock Work Room, this is en informal
study area heavily frequented by geology students. It’s
not a quiet place, so don’t visit it unless you want to
discuss igneous intrusions or Precambrian rocks.
The room is located in Duncan Hall, room 312.
History Department
This room is most appealing and quiet of them all,
located in Dudley Moorhead Hall, room 135.
It doesn’t offer a lot in the way of books, unless you’re
into history books and theses, but there is a big selection of
American Historical Reviews from 1921 to 1980.
The room is open Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 5

The Drama Department’s reading room offers thousands of books and houses a piano. By St
Speech and Drama
This is definitely the largest of the reading rooms
offering thousands of books dealing with speech, theatre
and drama.
There are also magazines and newspapers for in-

house reading, drama reviews, broadcasting journals and
motion picture almanacs.
The room itself has a large conference table, a sofa
and a chalkboard.
The room is open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through

Journalism and Mass Communications
This room is highly worthwhile as a reference point
anything having to do with the media.
Located in the Journalism Building, room 205, the
room contains advertising agency publications, media
periodicals, journalism reviews and a wide selection of
Bay area college and California State University
newspapers.
There are also major metropolitan newspapers including the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal and
the Los Angeles Times.
The bookshelves are arranged alphabetically by
subject from advertising to writing, with more than 400
titles available.
The reading room is open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

SJSU exhibits imitate Smithsonian museums
in spirit, offering an education to students
By Cary Wyant-Schairer
It is the conventional
wisdom in Washington
D.C., that one can get an
education by visiting the
Smithsonian Institution
museums there. While the
same view might not be
held of SJSU exhibits, a
look around would reveal
some truth to the claim.
There are many
galleries, exhibits and
museums on the SJSU
campus. While most are
not highly visible, the
inquisitive student can find
much here to satisfy his
curiosity on subjects as
varied as art, entomology,
theatre costume, glass
making, and ornithology,
to name a few.
Probably the bestknown source of exhibits on
campus is Union Gallery,
the art museum on the
second level of the Student
Union.
The gallery’s exhibit
usually changes monthly,
according to Lori Kruger,
junior, an art major who
works there. Kruger said
artwork by SJSU students
is not displayed.
"It’s really not proper
to show our own work
here," she said. "We try to
show otho, people’s art."
Until April 16 the
gallery will show ceramic,
glass and mixed media
artwork of students from
the
University
of
Washington and several
California colleges.

1==

Art by SJSU students is
shown in six galleries in the
Art Building. A sampling of
the many exhibits include,
through April 2: Gallery 3
will feature "Evidence that
life did exist...the interpretation of an environment"
by
Paul
Leavitt; Gallery 4 will
present "Line/Form" by
Barbara Sebastian, and
perhaps the most intriguing show of all,
"Earth Sculpture" by
George Geyer and Tom
McMillan, to be installed in
the Art Quad April I.
More tangible evidence
that life did exist on earth
can be found in abundance
in the Science Building,
which contains many
exhibits and several
museums.
Strolling down the halls
of the building, one can
learn to be an expert bird
watcher by looking at the
ornithology
extensive
collections displayed in the
cases.
Anyone could impress
his friends by learning to
distinguish between a
hermit thrush and olivesided flycatcher, or between a loggerhead shrike
and a Clark’s nutcracker.
If you don’t know what
a penguin looks like, there
may not be much hope for
you, but you’ll miss what
could be your last chance to
find out if you neglect this
display.

11;16---.11111111

Artwork is just one of many items exhibited on campus.
The
Buechner
Collection is a room-full of
stuffed
animals
and
skeletons on the fifth floor
of the building. There you
will find an enormous
collection of mounted
heads of hoofed animals,
birds, skeletons of deer,
anteaters, and sea lions.
The collection also has
a human skeleton,
displayed right alongside
those of fellow mammals.
Jean Geary, assistant
curator of the museum,
was unsure of the
skeleton’s origin, but said it
probably came from India.
"It’s hot there, and
people rot really fast,"

Geary said. They burn the
bodies right away."
Most of the birds in the
room are kept in cases
now, Geary said, because
students used to come in
the room and pull off their
feathers.
The room is now kept
locked, but "is fairly accessible to students if they
have a reason" for wanting
to see the collection, Geary
said.
Biology students get
academic credit to work in
the museum.
"That helps out
because we don’t have any
money," Geary said. "We
didn’t get funded this

year. Another collection in
the building is housed in the
Entomology Museum on
the second floor. To get in
to see the insects, I not just
bugs, as you will learn) you
have to show up when the
museum is open, about one
hour a day. Call 277-2349 to
find out when you can view
them -- they
(insects)
make up three-fourths of
all known animal species.
Above is just a sampling of exhibits awaiting
discovery in the Science
Building and elsewwhere
on campus. While most
aren’t advertised, most are
accessible to students.

Career planning and placement
offers job counseling, classes
By Gregory Johnson
SJSU students have a
modern, efficient Career
Planning and Placement
Center at their disposal.
According
to
the
Career Planning and
Placement Director Gerald
Brody, the center provides
personal counseling for
students with a tape information system and a
guidance
information
system (GIS).
He said university
education begins with
career planning which he
describes as selecting an
appropriate job for
yourself.
"I would like to think
students really should
come see us as early as
their freshman year," he
said. "It is really an important decision."
"The best time to make
that decision is the
freshman year, because if
you decide in your senior
year you might have taken
all the wrong courses,"
Brody said.
According to Brody if a
student knows what his
career plans are and has
summer job-related experience he should begin
planning a career by his
senior semester.
"Then we will help
them with things like
resume writing, in-

terviewing and so on,"
Brody said.
There are four areas
employers generally look
at according to Brody. One
is the student’s career
direction.
Second is an indication
of success or accomplishment, a third is
course-related work, and
the fourth is job-related
experience such as parttime work, summer work
or an internship.
The SJSU Career
Planning and Placement
Center provides many
services other than
counseling. One service is a
SJSU
tape
system.
students can use the tapes
to obtain information about
on-campus jobs.
The number to call is
277-3433. The system is in
operation
Mondays
through Fridays, Saturdays,
holidays
and
vacations.
A welcome addition to
the services provided by
the Career Planning and
Placement Center at SJSU
is the guidance information
system which was installed
last fall.
The GIS has been installed in the Business
Classrooms, room 13, the
GIS has two terminals and

a printer.
"It has

two

basic

functions," he said. "It
suggests
career
possibilities based on a
student’s own personal
interests, values and skills,
plus it gives detailed
through information on
specific careers, colleges
and so forth."
The GIS contains six
data files: 1) occupational
information, 2) armed
services
occupational
information, 3) two-year
college information, 4)
four-year college
information,
5)graduate
school information; and 6)
financial aid information.
The Career Plarming
and Placement Center
provides classes in such
things as summer job
searches, careers for
humanities majors in
business and industry,
resume writing, interview
preparation and many
more. The afore -mentioned
topics are some of the
discussions planned by the
center this semester.
Interested students can
obtain more information at
the SJSU Career Planning
and Placement center
located in Building Q. Call
277-2816
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Instructional Resource Center
provides videotape vie wing
By Janet Gilmore
You don’t have to go to
the theater to see Hamlet
or anywhere near a gym to
get tips on your tennis
serve.
The
Instructional
Resource Center, located
on the southeast end of
Dudley Moorehead Hall,
provides a list of video
tapes for viewing.
After checking the
directory you may choosed
"Citizen Kane" from the
drama area or checking
under social science and
find the "Ford -Carter
presidential debate." A
science video tape will
inform you about "Earthquakes,..San Francisco

the city that waits to die." to a student’s study.
Listed
under
the
John Sorflaten, who
Psychology Department teaches
television
you can view a tape on the production, said he uses the
"diagnosis and dynamics tapes "an average of once
of mental illness."
a week."
The general policy
Mike Danich, a
states equipment is limited business sophomore said,
to functions directly "It helps for class, gives
related to the university you a visual type of aid for
program and course - education and helps fill in
connected activities for where lectures leave off."
which credit is available
Whether you’re there
for a class or just to review
and given.
However Mary Hanley, a film of interest, the
audio-visual distribution process is the same. Once
supervisor, said they only you pick a spot to view the
prefer students use their film (there are four
courses stations downstairs and
for
services
related to studies. She two upstairs) check the
added almost any film catalogue to obtain the
could be deemed pertinent number of the film you’re

requesting, turn on the
television set and pick up
the telephone (there’s one
at each station).
When a technician
answers give the tape
number, your location and
the reason you’re watching
the tape. Ask the
technician which channel
to turn to and put on the
headset.
There are other services available at the IRC
such as tape players. They
have Sony Betamax and
Panasonic ITV. You can
bring in your own tapes and
play them, thus saving
yourself the expense of
purchasing a costly screen
or tape player.
Aeronautic freshmen
Marc Desch aand Ken
Kuchta
recently
discovered they could use
the IRC to view films they
shot while flying.
"We brought our own
tapes here because it’s a
pretty good set up," said
Desch.
The IRC is open 7 a.m.
to 9:45 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. On
Friday it closes at 4:45.

Many programs offer free individual aid
By
Videotapes range.from Shakespeare’s "Hamlet" to science tapes.
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Tutor programs assist mind-weary students
By Steve Fukuda
For those students in
dire need of tutorial
assistance in various
subjects, look no further.
There are more than 18
tutorial programs and
learning centers available
to students at SJSU.
the
ASPIRE,
Support
Academic
Program for Increased
Retention and Education,
offers free individual
tutoring in about 100 different courses in math,
business,
science,
humanities, social science
and engineering.
Students in the
ASPIRE program must be
either educationally underprepared, low income
or physically disabled.
"We are a comprogram
prehensive
because we also provide
advising and basic skills
development,"said Janet
director
of
Felker,
ASPIRE.
"We really encourage
all students to speak up and
ask if we can help them,"
she said. "If we can’t help
them, we will refer them to
another service that can."
For more information
on ASPIRE, call 277-3554 or
go to Building 0 near
Seventh and San Carlos
streets. Hours are 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
EOP, the Educational

Opportunity
Program,
offers free tutorial
assistance and advising in
general education courses
and some upper-division
courses.
Qualifications for EOP
assistance are based upon
financial criteria and
whether students show
potential regardless of poor
educational background.
According to EOP
tutorial coordinator Stella
Gin, "We do handle drop-in
tutoring for non-EOP
students."
EOP student Lynnette
Hasan, an administration
of justice, junior, finds the
program helpful.
"I was having difficulty in my English class
and with the tutor’s help,
now I really understand the
material," Hasan said.
"For me, EOP has been the
difference between staying
in school and dropping
out."
The EOP office is
located in Sweeney Hall,
rooms 211 and 212. Hours
are
Monday
through
Thursday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Friday from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. The tutorial office
phone number is 277-3662.
Another
program,
English in Action, provides
free individual and group
tutoring in English conversation for foreign
students.
"The purpose of

Lopping pounds off your body is possible

I

By Jon Swartz
Has flabbiness got you down?
If so, you too can work those
bundles of blubber off by taking
advantage of the events and
programs offered in the men’s
and women’s gym.
Recreational activities at
SJSU, be it individual, teamoriented, co-recreational or intramural, are available to
students, faculty and staff at
SJSU every day of the week.
According to Pete Vadney,
interim coordinator for leisure
services, the purpose of an open
gym is "for students to drop by
and use the facilities as a
recreational type of atmoshpere.
"Basically it’s a chance for
students to use the gym and keep
themselves in shape," Vadney
said.
Vadney said the men’s and
women’s gym are accessible to
students, faculty and staff 7 to 11
p.m. weeknights and noon to 5
p.m. on weekends.
Because men’s and women’s
athletics and intramurals take
precedent over co-recreational or
"drop-in" athletics, Vadney
points out the gym is accessible
70 percent of the time to those
wishing louse it at night.
"The ideal time for anyone to
drop in and use the gym is
Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
noon to 5 p.m.," Vadney said.
Among those sports students
can participate in and burn off
the pounds are basketball,
volleyball, badminton, swimming and weight lifting.
Vadney said the swimming
pool in the men’s gym is for the

person who likes to work out or
the one who just likes to play in
the pool.
Pool hours are 7 to 11 p.m.
Monday, Thursday and Friday,
noon to 5 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday.
If swimming isn’t your forte,
take heart. Weight lifting is also
avaliable.
There are two weight lifting
rooms, one for women and one for
men.
The women’s weight room is
located the Women’s Gym, room
108. Hours are 7 to 10 p.m.
Monday through
Friday and
noon to 3 p.m. on Saturday.
The men’s room is in the
Men’s Gym, room 206, and is
available to students the same
hours as the women’s weight
room.
Equipment for those three
sports is available in the gym
upon presentation of student,
faculty or staff ID cards.
Non -recreational
events
comprise another facet of
for
SJSU
participants,
exercise
according to Vadney.
"Intramurals
(non co recreational events) is a more
organized situation," Vadney
said. "It’s a structured league
with game schedules. Whenever
we have intramurals, they are
given top priority over corecreational activities."
Spring intramural sports
include bask’etball, badminton,
softball, tennis and the superstars, a competition that pits
athletes against one another in
various individual and team
sports.

Although sign-ups have
occurred for basketball, badminton and softball, tennis and
the superstars competition are
still accepting applications.
Men’s and women’s superstars’ sign-ups continue until
April 16.
Students, faculty or staff
interested in sign-ups for either
event, or co-recreation events for

that matter, should go to the
Leisure Services Office of
Student Programs and Services
Office, located next to the
Spartan Pub.
To participate, a student,
faculty or staff ID card is
required.
The Leisure Services Office
is open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
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By Mdfk
Basketball is just one of the many activities offered.

,

English in Action is to
encourage English conversation outside of just
class," said Lois Henderson, program coordinator.
Lung -fu Chen, a
computer science graduate
from Taiwan, said the
program has helped make
living in the United States
easier.
"I’ve improved my
speaking," he said. "I
didn’t understand certain
customs in America but
this has helped me to understand them better."
Students who seek help
from English in Action
should go to the In-

room 850C. The accounting
club, Beta Alpha Psi, also
provides drop-in tutoring in
Business
Classrooms,
room 316. For more information call the
department at 277-3497.
Tutors are also
available through the
Biology Club. Call 277-2355
or go to Duncan Hall room
346. The first meeting is
free but successive
meetings may entail a
nominal charge, depending
on the tutor.
Students in the student
affiliates of the American
Chemical Society provide
tutoring in Duncan Hall,
room 504.

from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Monday through Friday in
McQuarrie Hall, room 110.
The student chapter of
the American Meteorology
Society sponsors drop-in
tutoring in Duncan Hall,
room 615. Call the
meteorology club at 2772249.
The
minority
engineering program
develops study groups for
minority engineering
students. Information is
available
in
the
Engineering
Building,
room 167 or call Bob or
Vince at 277-3500
The
Philosophy
Department runs a logic

ternational Center at 360 S.
11th St. or call 279-4575.
Drop-in tutoring is
available to all SJSU
students in the Dining
Commons Study Center in
math, English, chemistry,
business,
physics,
engineering, aeronautics
and biology.
The Dining Commons
Study Center is located on
Eighth and San Salvador
streets next to Joe West
Hall. Hours are from 7:30
to 11 p.m. Sunday through
Thursday.
Student identification
is required for entrance
into the Dining Commons
Study Center. For more
information, call 277-3554
during the day.
The Business Equal
Program
Opportunity
offers drop-in as well as
individual tutoring appointments in business
core courses in the
Business Classrooms room
104.
The program also
offers assistance with
application procedures for
the MBA program,
practice GMAT exams and
emscholarship and
ployment information to
other
and
minority
disadvantaged students in
the School of Business.
For more information
contact BEOP in the
Business Tower, room 264
or call 277-2102.
Accounting
The
Department provides dropintermediate
in
tutoring
in
accounting and finance in
Classrooms,
Business

Tutors are available on
a drop-in basis, with a limit
of 30 minutes.
Private tutoring can be
arranged at $5 per hour.
For more information call
the SAACS office at 2772368.
The
Electronic
Learning Lab provides use
of equipment to listen to
various topics related to
coursework. The Language
Department has tapes
available to assist students
who are learning a foreign
language.
The lab is located at
the Wahlquist Library on
the north end, fourth floor.
Hours are Monday through
Friday 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
6 to 9 p.m. Monday through
Thursday and Saturdays
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. For
more information call 277-

homework lab for students
enrolled in Philosophy 57.
The lab offers individual
help with the concepts and
principles of formal and
informal
logic
and
reference material on
formal logic, informal logic
and practical reasoning.
Hours are Monday and
Tuesday 9 a.m. to 3:30
p.m., Tuesday evenings
from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.,
Wednesday 9 a.m. to 6:30
p.m., Thursday 9 a.m. to 3
p.m., and Friday 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. Go to McQuarrie Hall,
room 437 or call 277-7871 for
more information.
The Physics Department provides tutoring
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Monday through Friday in
most physics courses.
Graduate assistants and
professors offer tutoring on
a first-come, first-served
basis in the Science
Building, room 326. Call the
department at 277-2422 for
further information.
The Reading Lab
provides assistance in
building reading skills in
comprehension, vocabulary and speed. The Lab,
located in Sweeney Hall,
room 231, is designed as a
self-help center where
students work on skillbuilding programs at their
own pace.
The lab is open to all
SJSU students on a drop-in
basis. Courses for
academic credit are also
offered through the
Reading Lab. The Lab
hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

The Writing Lab was
created by the English
Department to help
students improve their
writing skills. The Lab
provides self -paced
learning materials and
individual tutoring.
The lab is located in
Sweeney Hall, room 229
and is open Monday
through Friday from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. For more
information call 277-3149.
The Geology Club
sponsors drop-in tutoring in
a variety of beginning
geology courses. Hours are
posted outside Duncan
Hall, room 312. Call 2772385 for information.
The Math Department
provides drop-in tutoring

I hi,
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Touche!
SJSU fencer Laurie Clarklleft) goes on the defense
against Gina Farkashazy of Wayne State. Clark
lost to Farkashazy in this match but managed to
place sixth overall, good enough for second team
All American honors. Teammate Joy Ellingson
won the overall championship while Cathy Kay
finished eighth, Sue Huseman was 11th The
team was second to Wayne State

by Gary Buck

Bad first half is history for Spartan nine
Santa Clara wins, the Broncos are the first half chamBy Mike Jones
With the first half of the Northern California Baseball pions. However, if the Wolfpack win, then Santa Clara and
Association over, the SJSU baseball team will attempt to Fresno State will finish tied with 13-5 records and the
rebound from its disasterous first half and improve in the Bulldogs will be awarded the first half championship
second half.
because they defeated the Broncos in two out of three
The Spartans will begin the second half of the NCBA games.
Friday night when they host Fresno State for a single
The Spartans finshed the first half with some
game, followed by a Saturday doubleheader at Municipal mementum for the second half. They have won three of
their last six games, taking two out of three from Portland
Stadium starting at noon, weather permitting.
The Spartans finished the first half with a 4-13 record State and splitting a doubleheader with Oregon State last
in the NCBA and a 9-24 overall record.
Saturday.
In team statistics, the Spartans are near the top in the
The first half champion of the NCBA has still not been
this
Clara
at
Santa
NCBA, except for pitching.
will
be
Nevada-Reno
determined.
The Spartans are second in league batting behind
weekend for a make-up game against the Broncos. If

Fresno State. The Spartans are batting .284, compared to
Fresno State’s .297. Santa Clara is third, hitting .274.
In team pitching, the Spartans are sixth out of seven
teams. It’s ERA is a very high 6.14, exceeded only by
Nevada-Reno’s ERA of 6.90. Fresno State leads the league
in team ERA with a 2.86 mark followed by Santa Clara’s
3.15.
Inuividually, the Spartans’ Gene Robinson is second
in the NCBA in batting with an average of .393. Robinson,
who has had 10 hits in his last 23 at bats for a 435 average,
is second to Fresno State’s Tim Thiessen, who has an
average of .443.
Other top hitters for the Spartans are shortstop Ed
Rettagliata, hitting .313, and third baseman Rick

Dominguez, hitting .292.
Robinson is also second in the league in hits with 44,
while Dominguez is fourth with 37. Jim Ferguson of
Nevada-Reno leads the league with 45.
In runs scored. Robinson is third with 22, while centerfielder Paul Willoughby is tied for fourth with 21. Dave
Oliva of Santa Clara is first with 26.
Dominguez is fifth in RBI’s with 21, behind Thiessen’s
36 and is tied for second in doubles with nine. Willougby is
fourth in doubles with seven.
Steve Friend, the Spartan catcher who has missed the
last four weeks with an injured wrist, is tied for second in
home runs with six. Vic Madden of Pacific leads the
league with seven.

Players shuffled as baseball nears openers
Capacity cr( AP
owds have jammed major
league baseball’s spring
training in Florida and
Arizona with seven clubs
establishing single-game
attendance records for
exhibition games. Baseball
hopes that the enthusiasm
continues.
Six teams start the
new
with
season
managers George Ban-

berger with the New York led their teams into the
Mets, Dick Williams with playoffs and, in Lemon’s
San Diego, Lee Elia with case, the World Series.
the Chicago Cubs, Joe
There was wholesale
Torre with Atlanta, Pat player shuffling, with topCorrales with Philadelphia name players switching
and Bobby Cox with clubs, some of them
Toronto. Two other traded, others signing as
managers, Bob Lemon free agents. Cincinnatti’s
with the New York outfield is in New York
Ken Griffey and Dave
Yankees and Jim Fanning
with Montreal, took over in Collins with the Yankees
September last year and and George Fosters with

Irvine rips lady netters,
The SJSU women’s
tennis team continued to
have problems as it
dropped its first of two
matches this week in
Southern California to UCIrvine, 7-2.
No. 1 player Susan
Zaro and No. 2 player
Rochelle Morrison were
the only winners for the

Lady Spartans.
Zaro, a senior transfer
from UCLA, contnued her
winning ways to up her
season record to 6-1.
Zaro lost the first set to
Maria Meyers of Irvine, 06, but came back to take
the next 12 of 18 games to
win 0-6, 6-2, 6-4.
Morrison, a freshman

from Los Angeles, won the
No. 2 match 6-3, 2-6, 6-4.
After winning the first
two matches of the day,
SJSU went on to lose the
next seven matches.
The Lady Spartan
netters have a season
record of 0-7 going into
Wednesday’s match
against Long Beach.

MEDICAL SCHOOL

For info: 1501 Sun Bowl Drive
El Paso, Texas USA 79902
(915) 532-5848

Moo’ Yto
SPECIALIST. IN

METAPHYSICAL

NOOKS

WIAITRISpi
PHIL., ASTROLOGY, UFO.
SPIRITUAL CONNutuCATION. USA’
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[ASTERN

HEATHER B. NEVILLE, owner.
Come and wrote SafRA1110
lust two b101k% from r ampus
Si S sicetio tr.
408
CA 99113
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SALES RETAILER
Part-time-- Olin/Winchester has on opening in the S. J.
Area for a Sales detailer to call on key retail
sporting goods stores. They will be responsible for
the follow up on company soles programs, set up
sales promos, advertising materials and review shelf
i,,ventory levels. Must hove own car. We pay mileage,
ond hrly. wage. Approx. 20 Hrs. weekly.
No previous sales experience necessary
Marketing student could possibly earn school units
Sent Resume AT OKI TO Olin/Winchester
P.O. lox 786. Aptos,CA 95003

slugger Reggie Jackson
and third baseman Doug
DeCinces from Baltimore
to an All-Star lineup. The
Orioles got outfieldel Dan
Ford from the Angels for
DeCinces. Detroit and
Chicago swapped a pair of
first-rate outfielders, with
Steve Kemp moving to the
White Sox and Chet Lemon
going to the Tigers.

second baseman
Kuiper.

Duane

reliever Sid Monge from
Cleveland and signed free
agent reliever Ed Farmer.

The Giants got pitchers
Rich Gale from Kansas
Houston got third baseman
City and Dan Schatzeder
Ray Knight from the Reds
from Detroit, then swapped
for Cedeno, and the White
Vida Blue and Doyle Sox
got first
Alexander, their biggest ’baseman
outfielder Tom Paciorek
winners last season, to the from
Seattle. The Mariners
Royals and Yankees in got outfielder
Al Corwens
exchange for six young from Detroit
and signed
players.
free agent picther Gaylord
Perry, who needs three
St. Louis came up with
Philadelphia got victories to reach 300 for
shortstop Ozzie Smith from catcher Bo Diaz
and
his
career.
San Diego in exchange for
Garry Templeton, and
outfielder Lonnie Smith in
a three-way deal with
Cleveland
and
Philadelphia. The Indians
collected pitchers, adding
Larry Sorensen and Silvio
Martinez from St. Louis in
the Lonnie Smith trade,
Rick Sutcliffe from I.os
Angeles for outfielder
Jorge Orta and Ed Whitson
from San Francisco for

kinko’s copies
93 PASEO Of SAN ANTONIO
fii 3rd St I ?95-4336
4111 I SAN CARIOS
’6I1
Slit; JOSE

S.

sherry’s

SAINT LUCIA HEALTH SCIENCE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
st Lucia West Indies
36 month accredited program
leading to a M.D. degree
English language ’WHO. listed

the Mets. The Reds have
veterans Clint Hurdle and
Cesar Cedeno and rookie
Paul Householder in the
outfield, with catcher
Johnny Bench moving to
third base.
Los Angeles broke up
its veteran infield unit after
nine years, dealing Davey
Lopes to Oakland.
Manager Dallas Green
left Philadelphia for a front
office post with the Cubs
and acquired several
Phillies, including shortstop Larry Bowa and
catcher Keith Moreland.
Green also signed free
agent pitchers Bill Campbell and Fergie Jenkins
and
obtained second
baseman Bump Wills from
Texas.
The Rangers, who
signed pitcher Frank
Tanana, were able to spare
Wills after acquiring Doug
Flynn from the Mets.
California added free agent

HAPPY" HOUR S

INTERNATIONAL
DELI &CATERING
All sandwiches $2.25 (includes choice of whole wheat
bread & rolls.)(We use only quality meats)
SPECIALTIES:
’ Chicago Hot Dogs
Roast Beef
Kosher Beef
Polish Hot Dogs
New York Hot Dogs

Aged Premium Meats

SPECIALIZING IN:

Domestic & Imported Beers

Ravioli
Chili
Sundaes
Daily E’pecial

(504 off per six pack)

Middle Eastern dishes
Oriental/South American

Dreyer’s Ice Cream

East Indian/Middle Eastern
Expresso Coffee
Exotic Desserts
Scandinavian/European
30C off on all sandwiches

We cater to all university functions.
Decorating/establish contacts for rental halls
10% discount on all beer & wine
OPEN UNTIL 7 PM
11

So. SecuriLi

293-7209

LIMA ST

.
‘IAN

Fekkmobo

Onlypne of these pens
is thin enough
to draw the line below
It’s the extra -fine rolling ball of Pilot’s remarkable new Precise
Ball Liner Pen. (If you haven’t guessed which one it is. look at
the top photo again. It’s the trim beauty on the bottom left.)
But unlike the others, the real beauty of Pilot’s Precise Ball
Liner is the extra -fine line it puts on paper. It glides smoothly
across the page because its tiny tungsten carbide ball is held
securely within a needle -like stainless steel collar.
A collar thatptakes the Precise Ball Liner the most durable,
trouble-free rolling ball pen you can buy.
It’s letter -writer’s joy. An artist’s dream.
A scribbler’s delight.
One more fine point: the Pilot
Precise Ball Liner doesn’t have
a big, fat price. Its just
sdos
a skinny $1.19.

nr2C1Se.
BN linar

The rolling ball pen that revolutionizes thin writing.

SO
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-___recreation
Health committee plans first Spartan 1 Ok run
For those walkers,
joggers and serious runners who want to tune up
for the Bay to Breakers

race in San Francisco on
MRS’ 16 without having to
drag Fido around on a
leash, here is your chance

Intramural hoop
standings

BSE
5
Vort Max
4
Dr. Dump
1
Jousters
BSE 28, Dr. Dump 27
Vort Max 43, Jousters 38

GB
1
4
5

1.000
.800
.200
.000

1
4
5

TUESDAY NIGHT B LEAGUE (8p.m.)
0
1.000
Who’s Next
5
2
.600
ATO Gold
3
3
.400
Washburn Hall
2
Hak Pak
5
.000

2
3
5

1
1
2
4

4
4
1
1

1
3

Blazers
Sigma Nu
Uncle Jams
Red x White

4
3
2
1

1
2
3
4

.800
.600
.400
.200

SJSU’s Leisure Sereices Office is now taking
iignups for its Superstars
competition, which will be
conducted later this month.
The
Superstars
competition, patterned
after
the
Superstars
competitions on ABC, allow
athletes and teams to
participate in a variety of
different sports.
For SJSU’s Superstars
competition, individuals
will try their luck in
Bowling, Golf, Swimming,
Bicycling, Weight-lifting,
Basketball, Softball and

1
3
3

THURSDAY NIGHT B LEAGUE
3
3

Manuel Dexterity 37, Soar Losers 29
Warriors 51, Waste Baskets 29

Executives
White Shadow
Individuals ( A)
Individuals II

Skiing outlook:
not very good

numbers and the race will
be monitored by running
officals. Prizes will be
given to the top three
finishers. The prizes have
not been determined yet.

If you are planning on
doing some skiing in the
Tahoe area this weekend,
you may want to change
your plans.
The California State
Automobile Association on
Wednesday has reported
that almost all of the ski
resorts in the Tahoe area
are closed due to heavy
snow and wind.
The snow level is at the
1,000-foot mark, leaving
Interstate 50 open, but
requiring chains. However,
Interstate 80 is closed from
Applegate to Truckee.
If you still plan to go
this weekend, you are very
much advised to call before

Officials on the Advisory Committee said if
participation is high, the
Spartan 10K Race will
become an annual event.
Sign-ups started last
Monday with 30 persons
registered for the race. The
Committee is shooting for a
target of 400 runners.
For more information,
call Mary Ann at 277-3608,
or 277-3622.

Superstars sign up

Uncle Jams 49, Sigma Nu 46
Blazers 51, Red x White 41

.800
.800
.200
.200

1
1
4
4

0
1
4
5

TUESDAY NIGHT B LEAGUE (9 p.m.)

.750
.750
.500
.000

MONDAY NIGHT B LEAGUE (8p.m.)
Soar Losers
Manuel Dexterity
Waste Baskets
Warriors

will start at 9 a.ni.
The race is open to the
public. Students may preregister for $5 in the Health
Building, room 121. Persons registering the day of
the race can sign up at the
race desk in front of the Art
Building for 87.
Race participants will
receive a free T-shirt and
foot screening by qualified
podiatrists.
Although an official
course layout is not
determined yet, the course
will be marked the day of
the race and maps will be
provided.
iv(O
e.,

Who’s Next 56, Hak Pak 34
ATO Gold 42, Washburn Hall 41

THURSDAY NIGHT A LEAGUE
Justice Long
3
Supersonics
3
Brewers
2
Individuals
0
No games Thursday March 25

Committee, the 6.2-mile
race will start and finish on
Ninth Street near the
Student Union. The race

MONDAY NIGHT B LEAGUE (9 p.m.)

TUESDAY NIGHT A LEAGUE
Team
Pct.
Sigma!
5
0
1.000
SJSU Alumni
4
1
.800
Waves
1
4
.200
Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon
0
5
000
Sigma 137, Waves 30
SJSU Alumni 60, Sigma Alpha Epsilon 58

- the first Spartan 10K
Race on Saturday. May 8.
Sponsored by the
Student Health Advisory

4
2
2
0

0
2
2
4

1.000
.500
.500
.000

2
2
4

No games on March 25

Running.
Team competition will
also be conducted with
relay races in Swimming,
Bicycling and Running.
There will also be a tug-ofwar.
Signups are being
accepted thru April 16 at
the Leisure Services Office
which is located next to the
Pub on Seventh St.
After signups have
been completed, there will
be a general meeting for
participants on April 21 at 4
p.m. in the S.U. Costonoan
Room.

leaving.
The only resort to
report any activity was
Heavenly Valley. Heavenly
has a powder base with five
double, two triple, and four
surface lifts open. As of
Wednesday it was still
snowing with winds up to 15
mph.
Other major ski
resorts, notably Squaw
Valley, Alpine Meadows,
Ski Incline, Kirkwood,
Boreal Ridge, and Sierra
Ski Ranch, were closed as
of Wednesday. They could
be open this weekend, but
chances are not very good
as another storm is expected in the Tahoe area.

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES
Best Selection of Science Fiction in South Bay
BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The County’s Big Bookstore

BOOKS INC.
420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILIAGE
OPEN EVES& WEEKENDS 43-621i2
STEVENS CRT:EK AT tAINCIIES1 Eli HIND

C lassifieds

4,

Be

SEATTLE
as

COLLEGE
instructor or

"certified"

ANNOUNCEMENTS

WEST PARK APARTMENTS One
two three bedrooms Pool spa

counselor. ANY sublert, ANY
level; ANY area Add to your
420
Jones
Bldg
credibility
THE

SAN
JOSE
PEACE
CENTER Community resource
center for information on Me
military draft, nuclear weapons,
racism.

and nulear
power Get informed, then get
involved
Open weekday at
ternoons at 570 S 10th St San
sexism.

Jose, or call 1401 297 2299
us Give Peaces Chance

PHOTOGRAPHIC MODELS Bay
Area Portrait I Figure Group,
an association of 150 amateur I
semi pro photographers, needs

Parties and more

STORE
CLERK
AND
GUARD
START S7/11R TRAIN PT FOR

munity to San Jose City Council

OR FT POSITION 711 STORE
1639 E SANTA CLARA APPLY
IIPM

District Three
Vote Tim Fitsgerald June Ilth

every Thu at 13prn. Guadalupe
Rm in the Student Union

For

more info. call 277 ISM or 294

because we almost always have
a vacancy 2937439

Health

415-444 5676
Everywoman’s
Clinic
Pleasant Hill 415 823 7900

or
in

RESORTS,

Sports

personnel,
counselors.
Europe. Carribeen, worldwide!
Summer
Career
Send $095
handling
for
AP
plus SI
PLiCATION,
OPENINGS.
GUIDE to CRUISEWORLD. 20.
2533 Watt Ave.. P.O. 800 60129
Sacramento CA 95060

distinguished. Knowing which is
which and how they are used Is a
skill.
Resource
Ron
Robertson is now available by
appointment only for individuals

HONG

S629rt.

KONG

MAKERS $5.00 per
hour 2 AND 3 HOUR SHIFTS
Fri
OPEN
Mon
THUR
SOURDOUGH EATERY 848 N.
FIRST ST. SAN JOSE,CA

plus hrs.). Call 379 6339.
AT

Campus

w/Ins eve wage I comm I tips
Leave name I number at 797
1952
$S Per Hour For Research Project,
Need Dependable People 41$

Tuesday aft.30p m. Please call
campus Ministry 799-0304 for
worship counseling programs
and study Opportunities

Natable Shires. Fr Bob Hayes,
Sr Joan Panella. Rev
Norb

OWN

Denise, Please call
Loretta in Oakland. 415 428 9429.
It’s important!
Alias

HAPPY

19th

BIRTHDAY

IN

OT,

PT. Roy. T
work
Psych.. HtnEc ,Soc. Wk
one to one with Devel Disabled
persons. Need car and ins Start
14.20/hr
after a mo
14 70/hr
Pd Trng Call 727 5570

Have Fun During
Much
Week Aloha!!
Love Your Best Friend I Buddy
Audrey 4/I/13
Easter

import style

JOBS IN ALASKA! Summer/year
round
High pay; 0400 12000
monthly.
All
fields parks.
fisheries, oil industry and more!
in
listings,
1982
Employer

beer for half the price of Oly

formation guide. 1495 Alasco,

More alcohol, beltei taste. Free
lessons Call 2996617

60152, Sunnyvale, CA 940811

1246 Acalaries, No

SERVICES

HANDWRITING ANALYSIS 530K
Write a paragraph on unlined

$600 per hour For
Near campus Floor and
carpet
laying.
Plumbing,

paper,

include signature and
address Mail to C B Williams.

electrical. painting One or all of
the above Call Don 293 7438

?weeks

ants

Box 2103. Saratoga 95070. Allow

RACQUET

STRINGING Student discount
rates
Pick up and Delivery
Fast Service Call 9266126
SCHOOL
OF
BALLET
ARTS.
Lincoln Ave Spring classes in

HOUSING

ballet. ’au, exercise, lap in
Oividualised
training
Per
forming experience offered Ph
7116 61111/9911 7416

Yamaha Electone Organ 1981 model
3050 with bench )(Int $2200 or
ROOMMATE

AVAILABLE to
share 3 or a bdrm apt or house
in west Si. Santa Clara or

B 0 Ph 6392237
PALLETS $t00 EA
Save On your PGIE Bill call Bill
Eves 415 948 4906

FIRE WOOD

Economy
budget
814100

New York escape from

14081 2700155
TYPING Thesis,

Call SEVEN SEAS TVL 2411733

"NOT

Reasonable Rates

TRAVEL

SHABBY"

TOO

Say

my
287 4355

me

Discount 10 percent. 707 S 11th
St Office 122N 9th St WO 0723
COMPANIONS

TO

DISABLED
children/adults. we train, over
tS
p/t,
flex
hrs ,
Start
03 60/hr

14131 956 till or 964

7299
Summer Jobs National Park Co’s 21
Parks 5000 Openings Complete
Information 5300 Park Report
Mission Mtn CO., 651 2nd Aye
W N . K alispell. MI 59/01

Student union Needs Work Study
Students. 113 95 per hour
1
Scheduling Assistant 10 13 hrs
per week Most type 3 Main

S.

Ear quality typing by a professional
Reasonable rates 774 1973

talnance Assistant 20 hrs per
week No experience Apply at
Direr tors Ott ice

10165 and up daily smaller units
available 2171 from clubs

Double Spaced Page From SI
Resumes from 15 Call Pat at

I

NEW
ZEALAND ISRAEL ASIA AFRI

share 2
OcIrrin 7 baths, pools. sauna, tennis.
raquetball clubhouse S715/rno
794 6107 Volley West Ants
RENT Female,
PRVCY nice

non
home

Stevens

Creek

Clubs .Work
I
abroad prOg
(students only)
inter European
student
’lights Car
rental
I
leases Insurance Our service
04/ you nothing extra We are a

RENT Female

All

privileges Family living Rent
Intl utl equal 11700/month Call
after
440632

Op w

5857

fast.

TYPING

conscientious
dependable,
Available 7 days a week IBM

AUTOMOTIVE

Electronic 736-8910

Fast
I
dependable,
reasonable rates/pick up and
delivery
Business I English
major Always Available Call

4

0 8

2

7

QUALITY

0

0

TYPING.

1

5

SUE’S RESUMES, term papers.
theses, mss
fast. accurate,

FOR SALE 1976 E1210 Clatsun 4 dr
int rano New tires, good body
43100 or 50 Ph 2991961

since 1970

IBM corr selec 361
S Monroe St 4 IHwy 17 and
Stvn Creek) 246 06360r 629 8913

5

Anything

bated APA format on request
IBM corr selec
III Located
near Tully Rd. and Senter
Audrey 998 5715

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL 20
Neat, ac
years experience
curate

All

Theses,

formats

STEREO

resumes, reports. dissertations
Deadlines guaranteed So San
ALL THE BEST FOR LESS! Audio
Enterprises
SJSU’s complete
consumer electronics buying

SECRETARY.

EXPERIENCED
REPORTS

service. features the finest in
audio, video, and computers at
cost plus Adinis calibration ano
consulting
by
ape,
For

RESUMES.

Accurate IBM.
Professional Quality! Low Cost.
Pam.
747 2681
Guaranteed!
I Santa
Evenings/Weekends
THESES. ETC

TYPING

WILLOW GLEN Double
spaced from RI 00/pg . resumes

nrices/info/orders call 255 5550.
056 for KEN

Clara)

front 0300, also business typing
Ilse. 267 3247 after 10 m
TYPING

done
In
my
home
Sunnyvale Area Call Lynn at
1301914

PROFESSIONAL
Resumes,

TYPIST

theses,

reports

Word Processor
SI 50 per double

spaced page phone 923 3901
TYPING

Neat
and
accurate.
reasonable rates located in So
San Jose Ask for Lori et ND

and

repetitive letters, camera ready
copy IBM Selectric w/mernory
JOye 264 1029

quality, deadlines guaranteed
Reports
theses,
resumes.
research papers. etc
Work

term

papers,

resumes.

reports,

theses,

incl

Reiko’s Typing Svc . Sunnyvale
I ,
Fast. Accurate
Selectric
Correct Spelling errors. Per
page or hourly cost 710 4558

performed on IBM Selectric II
Copy service available with
nominal fee Here is to another
smashing semester! Call 291
5942

Print

Ad Rates
Each

Auditions
23811765
Jamie

upon request Call
Stuart.
or
251 8318

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY 70
color prints. S hrs Photo album
and
negatives $29000
Call
DouglaS
Schwarts,
246 3749
for
Photographing weddings
over 10 yrs
RETURNS

PER

11101".
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’Father’ of hydrogen bomb
discusses nuclear advances
By Chris Borden
They came to hear the "father of the hydrogen bomb’
but he didn’t talk much about it.
Instead, Edward Teller spoke of the advances if
science in the 20th century and how the world must cope
with the number of changes brought about by technology’
and progress.
Teller, renowned nuclear physicist now at Stanford,
spoke Tuesday at SJSU. His appearnce was not widely
publicized, not for fear of anti-nuclear protesters. but
became the sponsoring Physics and History departments
could get only a lecture hall for 124 persons. The room was
full; some people were standing.
The distinguished 74-year-old scientist hoisted himself
up on the counter, and with legs dangling, fired off his
opinions in a talk and question-and-answer period lasting
an hour.
He insisted that a nuclear deep-freeze would lead
inevitably to nuclear war because if the United States
stopped manufacturing weapons, the Soviets would increase their production. A country bent on conquering the
world, he said, would not accept peace unless it’s on their
terms.
"It will be a war of conquest or surrender," Teller
said.
The world will experience continued population
growth and its accompanying problems, he said, because
the population is young and society insists that people live
long.
One of the main problems facing the world, he
believes, is the food shortage.
To solve this dilemma, he proposed cultivating the
oceans for food.
"By the year 2020, as much as we have of food from
land will come from the oceans," Teller said.
Uncontrollable population increase is a consequence
of medical technology, he said, and it will take at least a
generation to bring it to controllable levels.
Exploring space, will become an important issue in
national defense in the future, he said.

A.S. BUDGET
add to the present numbers
the groups have. This
move, he said, would
prevent "stockpiling" of
equipment by the departments.
At the end of the
meeting,- the committee
voted to accept the budget
they had prepared "as is,"
including all stipulation
changes and monetary
recommendations to the
budget groups. The
finished product will now
be presented to the A.S.
board of directors for
further investigation.
The board will view the
budget committee’s work
as advisory only. Any
changes in the budget can
be made by the board.
The board of directors
will invite the budget
groups to a final review of
the package and the
directors will then compile
their
own
recommendations, which will be
submitted to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton.
Fullerton can then
either accept the budget or
return it to the board for
more work. The decision
will come later in the
semester.

continued from page 1
Originally, Meadows
proposed a motion
budgeted
preventing
groups from receiving A.S.
money for "capital improvement," or money to
purchase or improve
current equipment and
facilites.
"I think they should
seek other forms of funding
for this," Meadows said.
Committee member
Mike Howell objected to
the motion.
"That stipulation
would
have
more
ramifications than you
think," Howell told
Meadows.
Such a measure,
Howell said, would prevent
groups such as the A.S.
Business Offices from
purchasing or repairing
equipment.
Meadows then changed
the motion, applying the
stipulation to RAFI groups
and
changing
the
requirement for receiving
the money. Funds could be
requested, Meadows said,
for capital improvement
only if the money is used to
replace equipment, not to

11‘1V
TeePN,1

"There are already cheap applications such as the
telephone satellite," Teller said.
He also explained that knowledge would be the main
resource acquired from space and quipped, ") am
doubtful about the feasibility of diamond mining on the
moon."
His lecture was punctuated with such humorous
witticisms as:
"Of all matter known to man, the human brain has the
greatest inertia."
"Inertia does not mean immobility."
"If you begin to think about the problem, you might
arrive at the answer."
After fielding half a dozen questions from the eager
and attentive audience, one young man asked when he
was coming back to speak at SJSU.
"In twice the time that you decide," he answered.
He hopped off the counter to a burst of applause but
couldn’t leave with that. He was immediately surrounded
by a group of students who hadn’t had enough.

Edward Teller. "father" of the hydrogen bomb, spoke to 124 students at SJSU on Tuesday

Resident advisers need leadership skills

Applications available for dorm positions

By Steve Fukuda
If dorm students are looking for a way
to get involved in school activities,
becoming a resident adviser could be the
solution.
SJSU’s Housing Office is accepting
applications for resident advisers for the
1982-83 academic year.
"What we look for in an individual is
maturity, a person with confidence in
himself," said Walter Keenan, residence
hall program director.
Keenan said an important part of a
resident adviser’s job is recognizing the
needs and problems of dorm students.
The resident adviser must deal with a
student’s problem or refer the student to
someone else, he said.
The job also requires participating in
the development of residence hall activities and attendance at weekly
meetings.
"You don’t have to be super-human to
be a resident adviser," Keenan said. "But
the primary responsibility of a resident
adviser is to maintain his GPA and studies
as a student."

He said the Housing Office has -about
50 resident advisers on staff and I guess we
will have between 20 and 30 openings at the
end of the semester."
Last year, a screening committee of
housing personnel looked over applications to see if students met the job
requirements.
According to Keenan, an applicant
must have better than a 2.0 G PA and must
have no outside commitments that will
conflict with the position.

visors we have now are &mg such a fine
job that other students become interested
in doing the same thing."
"I liked what my resident adviser was
doing and she encouraged me to apply."
said Sharon Toomey, resident adviser in
West Hall’s fourth floor. "I’ve learned
what goes on elsewhere on campus with
other groups and I’ve met a lot of people."
Keenan said students are interested in
the job "because it is an alternative way of
getting through school during a period of

A 2.0. G. P. A. or better is required
Preference will be given to students
with residence hall, leadership experience.
"However, any student who is keenly
interested should apply," Keenan said.
Upon meeting the job criteria, applicants are interviewed by a resident
adviser and a residence hall director.
"Last year we had over 100 applicants
and we anticipate at least that many this
year." Keenan said "The rncirinnt ad-

financial aid cuts and rising dorm fees,’
The job pays $2,110 for the academic
year and the 15-meal plan at the dining
commons is included.
Students who are hired as resident
advisers will be notified before the current
semester is over.
Keenan said resident advisers must
arrive at SJSU two weeks before the start
of the fall semester in August to discuss

Business clubs emerge victorious in
doughnut, coffee sales controversy
By Janet Gilmore
A couple of weeks ago there was fury.
This time there was silence.
Before, every seat in the room was
filled some had to stand.
This time there were seats to spare.
The heated controversy of those business
clubs holding a monopoly on coffee and
doughnut sales was dunked in quiet.
The uproar had ended, the doughnut and
coffee power remained with a privileged few:
the Association of Students in Economics and
Business Management AISEC), Delta Sigma
Pi, and the Hispanic Business Association.
The hot issue of coffee and doughnuts
subsided with nine other business clubs left
out in the cold.
AISEC, HBA and Delta Sigma Pi had

controlled saies since 1979. These groups
initiated the plan, deciding that each would
receive three weeks for sales coffee sales
bring in about 8100 a night). Five weeks would
remain open for five other clubs to vie for
each of them receiving only one week of
sales and the rest would have to wait until
next year.
But it didn’t have to be that way.
At Tuesday’s bi-weekly meeting of the
Executive Council of Business Students
comprised of representatives from each
business club) President Joe Chevis asked if
there were any proposals for modification of
the 1979 decision.
And there was silence. Seven seconds of’
awkward silence.
Why had these once tenacious
representatives become apathetic%

NATIOI

their roles and responsibilities and how to
coordinate dorm activities.
Resident advisers and residence hall
directors participate in the process of
room assignments, inventory room furniture, plan activities for the first week of
school and create a comfortable atmosphere, Keenan said.
Orientation for dorm freshmen is
usually in July, said Keenan, "but this
year we’re tryini,, to have it in late
August."
"Resident advisers will assist in the
orientation something they haven’t
done before," he added.
Ron Reeves, resident adviser in
Moulder Hall’s second floor, said the job
offers leadership training.
"I’m the leader on my floor and the
person everyone comes to for help,"
Reeves said. "I’m a counselor, den father
and confidante."
"It’s neat when people confide in you
and ask your opinion on something," he
added. "I’ll be back next year."
Keenan said more than half of the
resident advisers return for another year.

Lowest Fares to
Europe from SF

Barry Haaser of AISEC, one of the ruling
doughnut powers, said that he was. glad the
other clubs had "seen things through the eyes
of the originators."
But Chevis didn’t see it that way, he spoke
similar to Thomas.
"People are tired of arguing I guess. We
nobody said
let people air their views
anything..."
And no one wilesay anythinq about coffee,
doughnuts and monopolies until next spring
when a new grotko of ECBS members arrives.
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The Daily Duds

T

21 worst-ever films revealed

o some people,
they elicit anger.
To others,
they cause a
frown to form and
a queasy feeling to develop
in the pit of the stomach.
Yet to the majority of
us they bring a smile and a
remembrance of the bad
old days.
They are the worst
movies that we’ve seen,
pathetic cinematic ventures indelibly etched in
the back of our minds.
Dogs. Turkies. Bombs.
Atrocities. Flops. Zeroes.
Duds. They’re all proper
synonymous for the movies
that epitomize the word
lame.
While there are only a
handful of superlative
films, there are a multitude
of terrible films.
What makes these
films awful to the filmgoer
can range from their bad
acting and direction to
their bad writing and
production.
What makes these
films amusing are their
titles or the inane actions
that take place during the
two hours that they’re on
the screen. Actions that,
for the most part, are so
ridiculous that they tickle
the funny bone.
But what makes bad
films so interesting are the
choices that others make
when they pick their worst
movie. The contrasts and
comparisons alone are
intriguing.
That’s why I’ve conducted a poll inside the
confines of the Spartan
Daily newsroom asking
reporters, editors, artists,
advisers, photographers
and a typesetter their
choices for the worst films
that they have seen, either
in the theaters or on TV.
The results, a list of the
21 films that we think are
the worst in existense, are
called the Daily Duds, our
answer to last Monday’s
Awards
Academy
presentation.
made
that
The panel
the "worst- chokes were
40 in number and their
picks ranged from the
intelligent I Lee Sherman
and Steve Fukuda’s choice
of "Creeping Terror") to
the questionable ( Torn
Quinlan’s "The Sound of
unto the
Music")
forgivably atrocious (Julie
Pitta’s "Close Encounters
of the Third Kind" and
most Clint Eastwood
movies).
A list of the worst films

from each panel member
follows.
From that list, 21
"worst" choices were
selected on the absurdity
and ineptitude content that
each possessed. Believe
me, the choices (from a
total of 94) were not easy.
The bottom 21 will not
be awarded the gold
statuette that normally
goes to a movie of prestige,
but rather a rubber
chicken. The chicken will
be awarded to each film in
a ceremony to be held in
Alviso sometime in the
distant future.
A list of the panel’s
"worst" choices:
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Now the bottom 21,
followed by a brief
description of each movie.
21. "Night of the Living
Dead" -- considered by
many to be a classic in
horror,
humor
black
"Night" made the list only
because it was chosen by
more people than any other
film. Aside from the
shocking conclusion that
some people chose "Night
of the Living Dead" as the
worst movie ever, it does
contain graphic violence
that may be construed as
tasteless.
One example of mat
violence is a scene where a
young girl hacks up her
mother with a trowel and
then eats her.
Claus
"Santa
20.
Versus the Martians" according to Tom Quinlan,
movie
has
this
"everything. Dimunitive,
unemotional
green,
Martians kidnap Santa
Claus."
Santa Claus knows that
the Martians want to
kidnap him but allows it
because good is better than
evil. Believe it or not, there
are rocket powered reindeer in this one.
Another example of
pro -military industrial
complex movie making
I for further details on what
that is look at No. 15).
19. "The Computer
That Wore Tennis Shoes" one of a series of bad
movies by Disney. This one
was particularly bad,
causing nightmares for the
juvenile mind. A mind
deadening film.
18. "Attack of the
Killer Tomatoes" - although I personally think that

it is a decent movie,
evidently a few others
don’t, as they ranked it
right down there with the
other vegetable bombs that
have been released
("Attack of the Mushroom
People," etc.)
17. "Mathilda" -- a
movie about a kangaroo
that becomes boxing
champion of the world.
Disney film featured Elliot
Gould, Robert Mitchum
and a man in a kangaroo
suit that batters its way to
the top of the boxing ranks.
How this kangaroo knocked
out anyone is a curiosity to
the filmgoer since the
boxing gloves adorned on
the paws of the kangaroo
are continuously falling off.
Another in a long line of
recent Disney films that
have literally decimated
the Disney tradition.
16. "Good News" - a
must see for preppies,
"Good News" featured an
all-star cast ( Peter
Lawford, Mel Torme and
June Allyson.) Lawford
captures the college coeds
hearts and imagination as
the charismatic quarterback of the football
team.
15. "The Blob That Ate
Cleveland" - Scott Shifrel
describes this Robert Stack
sci-fi film as an example of
pro-military industrial
complex movie making that is a movie with the
premise that all alien invaders are evil creatures
out to destroy mankind and
only the army can bail out
the Earth from certain
destruction.
acarmy
The
complishes this through
atomic or nuclear annihilation of the aliens.
Part of the 1950’s genre
which proposes nuclear
arms build-up on behalf of
the military.
14. "Caligula" -the
the
king
of
sadistic/voyeuristic films.
film
What occurred in this
cannot be described in
print, particularly during
the breakfast, lunch and
dinner hours.
13. "Chinese Her.
Kung
Fu Revenge" - the title
themselves of these two
fu/karate
exkung
ploitation epics merit their
place in the bottom 21.
These two films are the
obligatory representatives
of other films of the genre,
"Kill or Be Killed," "The
Octagon" and "Five
Fingers of Death." Bad

stuff.
12. "Viva Las Vegas" -no bad movie list would be
complete without an Elvis
Presley film. Elvis had the
irritating habit of continuously playing impoverished, down and out
characters despite the fact
that he was a multimillionaire by his early
20’s. Elvis also had the
ability to devastate large,
burly bullies with one
punch in characteristically
macho fashion.
Monk
11.
"Kid
Baroni" -- Leonard
Nimoy’s first picture stars
the then unknown actor as
a trouble-making kid with a
bent nose that is surgically
corrected only to be bent
sideways again after he
enters the boxing ring.
10. "Mark of the
Devil" - one of the first
movies to pass out vomit
bags in advance of its
showing. This is an extremely violent and
wretched film. There are
numerous torture scenes
with gratuitous violence.
9. "200 Motels" -this
Frank Zappa abomination
was about an acid trip that
the rock musician had. For
anyone who sees this film
they, too, experienced the
trip Zappa probably had
when he thought of this
one: a bad one.
8. "Billy the Kid Meets
Dracula" - dosen’t miss a
cliche. Made with the attitude that if it was going to
be a bad movie, it was
going to be the "best" bad
movie ever,
"Billy," played by an
actor
who
closely
resembles B-movie actor
Sonny Tufts, is depicted as
a do-gooder who eventually
stumbles upon a haunted
castle that is amidst the
great American west of the
1870s. From there, the rest
is cinematic history.
This movie has a little
bit of everything-a love
triangle,
zombies,
cowboys, Billy the Kid in a
white vest, vampires and
silver bullets.’
But what "Billy" has
that cannot be equalled by
the other unbelievable
aspects in it is it’s closing
line of dialogue.
After Billy has gunned
down Count Dracula in a
showdown, he approaches
the young girl who has been
enthralled with him
throughout the movie.
From all prior indications
the two will settle down and

live happily ever after. Not
true.
The girl says to Billy,
"Oh, Billy I’ll always love
you, but you’ll have to go
now." Needless to say, this
is a complex and multilevel movie.
7. "Lock and Tackle
Meet Scarey Monsters" a comedy team stumble
and bumble their way
swiping
through
the
clutches of a myriad of
monstrosities. One of the
terrifying creatures, a
Frankenstein monster, is
an actor walking around
with a paper bag over his
head. And no, he ain’t a
1980 New Orleans Saints
fan who stumbled onto the
movie set.
This film never caught
on like the "Abbot and
Costello meets the monsters" movie series. And
we’re all the mentally
richer for that blessing.
6. "The Conqueror" in the greatest case of
miscasting ever, John
"Duke" Wayne struts his
stuff as Genghis Khan.
The idea of John
Wayne portraying an
ancient
Mongolian
terrorist
is
ghoulish
enough.
The
actual
depiction of that on the
screen is sickening as well
as hilarious. A classic in
rotten movie making.
5. "Pink Flamingos" extremely tasteless,
tactless venture into the
realms of raunchiness.
Featuring the 300 pound
transvestite Divine, "Pink
Flamingos" was, and still
is, a popular late night
movie that plays on the
weekends. A special note to
masochists: this is your
movie, you’ll probably
enjoy it.
4. "Robot Monster" the director of this movie
thought he had a critical hit
on his hands. Overly
confident at the time of the
film’s release, he was
devastated by the harsh
criticism that critics levied
on the movie and attempted suicide.
Nevertheless,
this
science fiction "thriller"
about an indestructable
man in a gorilla suit with
an aquarium bowl over his
head is particularly lame.
3. "Rabbit Test" Joan Rivers wrote,
produced and directed this
atrocity about the first
pregnant man.
Billy Crystal is the
male victimized by the
advances of a sleazy
see DAILY DUDS page 12
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Van Gough-Goughs? Silly names still popular
absurd, here are some possible names for future bands,
compiled with the aid of that one neat guy, Basil Amaro.
"The Van Gough-Goughs" An all-girl band who, in
a fit of artistic temperment, cut off their right ears.
Their first single, destined to become a chart-topper will
be called "Our Ears Are Sealed, (Can You Hear Men".
"Noys are Us," They run for President and sing
"Viva Los Gatos."
"Me 2,"He 2" "She 2," Irish clone drones

Each week as I dutifully type the entertainment
listings for the calendar, I am amused and amazed at
the originality musicians display when choosing names
for their bands.
Contrary to popular belief, the "new wave" bands
do not have a corner on the odd, weird names market.
Just a brief reflection backwards should prove otherwise.
In the sixties, four lads from Liverpool. England
used the name of an insect to title their musical group.
And who would have thought that a Led Zeppelin
could have risen to such great heights in the realm of
rock ’n roll?
Or "Iron Butterfly." With a name like ’bat, they
should have never taken flight, right?
It did not take long for Pete Townsend, Roger
Daltry, John Entwhistle and Keith Moon to change the
name of their band from a vague question ("who?") to
the well-known, "The Who."
During the psychedelic era, colors and flavors
tended to dominate the names of bands. "Vanilla
Fudge," "Blue Cheer," and "Strawberry Alarmclock,"
provide a few examples.
From this history of somewhat unusual names, has
sprung the current tendency to pick a title that will
attract attention.
At our own Spartan Pub we’ve been entertained by
no less than "The Bees," and "The Reggies."
On the punker side of life, chrome and leather clad
music aficionados are known to listen to "The Dead
Kennedys," (and their somewhat less famous counterparts, "The Dead Lennons," ) "X-Ray Specs," "The
Nuns," and "The Circle Jerks."
It seems that most of today’s modern rockers are
attempting to saterize our lifestyle with their names.
Suburban living is a constant target, as exemplified by
"The Fabulawns,’"Our Daughter’s Wedding," "Chrome
Dinette," and "The Hoovers."
In light of the brave, and sometimes brash
musicians that have long appealed to a sense of the

Jigsaw’s sound bridges continents
By Edna Carter
many a rock
For
band, success is
achieved when it
wins recognition in its own
country.
But for Jigsaw, a
quartet guided by lead
vocalist/drummer Des
Dyer and keyboardist Clive
Scott, their popularity has
been measured by the hit
singles charts of five
continents.
Best-known in the U.S.
for their 1975 Top 10 single
"Sky High," the ft / Bslanted pop outfit has also
scored with songs in

Europe, the Far East and
South America, as well as
in their homeland Britain.
Because the new group
is comprised of members
bands,
other
from
Jigsaw" seems an appropriate name.
Besides Dyer and
Scott, other members
include guitarist Tim
Stowe and bassist Pete
Dennis.
touring
Constantly
and
Europe
Britain,
has
Jigsaw
elsewhere,
International
received
honors.
In 1976 their song
"Paint That Smile On"

Editor .. .

we will cut it again

or

For apvolnimoni rail

293-5617/293-8857
Between Bascom & Hwy 17
2233 Stevens Creek Bl.

An artist is never
ahead of his time but most
people are far behind
theirs. As for "Jigsaw,"
they are far ahead of their
time and, without a doubt,
this group is on its way to
join the company of other
outstanding artists in the
music business.
49,60.42,.-41
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A BOOKSTORE FOR
EVERY BUDGET
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Come in
find
Bi muse!

Quality Precision

all to your satisfaction,

I don’t know how
"Jigsaw," achieves their
mystical sound. All I do
know is that the quality is
there.
This album strikes me
as being particularly
impressive in that fashion.

’,wet

in

that reflect your persinialit
(riot ours)
Freshlyvasherl hair
$6.00
with Shampoo
8.(X)
Fall srricr rat
1200

received the award for
Outstanding Composition
of Japan’s Yamaha Song
Festival.
In the late 1970’s,
Jigsaw began to put
.together their latest album
Jigsaw.
The album is produced
by Chas Peate, Clive Scott
and Des Dyer.
"You Bring Out The
Best In Me," features Scott
and Dyer. Dyer, the
group’s lead vocalist,
expresses the good, the bad
and the truth about being
caught in love with a
woman that brings out the
best in him.

The Entertainer Staff

Supplemental college reading
Paperbacks and hardbacks
Science fiction
Records
Buying, Selling, & Trading
Specializing

heavily into conjugation.
"Mad about Plaid,"
The ultimate preppie sound.
"Whack Fag," neo-Nazi.punks. Banned from most
San Francisco clubs.
"The B-17’s," An older version of the B-52’s.
"The Bowling Jones’," A real middle-class band.
These names may not be too far-fetched. Just read
the listings for the Mabuhay Gardens. Truth is stranger
than fiction.

Recycle Bookstore
138 E. SANTA CLARA ST
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
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SUNDAYS

10 00 AM 9 00 PM
10 00 AM 6 00 PM
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An interview

Red Rockers - angry young men
By Lee Sherman
deep south is
The
popularly seen as
a
center
of
conservatism in the United

States. It isn’t the place
you’d expect to find four
angry young men with
strong left-wing political
views.

For the student
who wants to excel
in social studies.

Eastridge Mall. San Jose
14081 274-9340
Valle Park, Cupertino
408 255-1590

Do you think rock ’n
roll is the right place for
political sloganeering?

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
selected style,

Present your student ID to the manager of
the Gingiss Formalwear Center and receive
your special rate.

Our 3 Month
Membership

"I think it’s a great
medium because kids
listen to rock ’n roll. If you
have a messaee in it, even

terms because they’ve
been around for a lot
longer. We’re an American
band. We have a lot of
different subject matter.
-We’re just trying to
be ourselves. There’s no
monopoly on being a
politically aware band. I

The things we’ve talked
about have been pretty
ambiguous. We talk about
left-wing politics because
the way the situation is, it’s
pretty dismal and it’s
getting worse.
"We’re not saying
we’re leftists, but maybe a
change to the left would be
better than continuing the
way we’re going."
DH:
"Especially
coming from the South
where it’s so much to the
right."
The hard and fast style
of the band has often been
compared to the sound of
the Clash, another band of
angry young men. How do
they feel about the comparison?
DH: "We come across
that all the time. The Clash
is a great band and I guess
it’s a compliment in a way
but it’s not fair to us. We’re
a completely different
band.
"When a critic puts us
up against the Clash and
matches us one-to-one, the
Clash come out ahead,
compared on the Clash’s

gia Woman’s Place
jfealth Club S,,Spa

Dynarmc New Flea Circuot Program
PersOnahzed Fdnese Program Aerotncs
JeZzercise Jacuzzi Steam & Sauna
Cabinets We.ght Control Programs

1083 Saratoga - Sunnyvale Road
Cupertino

446-1070

don’t see why people should
criticize us for it."
It seems to me you
have a chance to start over.
You might have a chance to
do what they set out to do;
but DON you’ve seen them
do it, so maybe you can do
It differently.
DH: "Exactly. We feel
like we can pick up where
they left off and take it the
full route."
PJ: "People that slag
you off as being something
that they’ve already heard
have heard it from
somebody else. They
should ask themselves
questions about what
they’re seeing.
-We have a totally
different political stance.
The only thing the Clash
have that we don’t have,
and this came with their
maturity as a band and
their maturity with their
age, is knowledge and
traveling around the world
and seeing things first
hand.
"We’re still a young
band and maybe we’ve
fired blanks. I don’t know. I

This Coupon Is Worth

$5 Off
Relaxing and Beautifying

71turteese

Peaex cua *ea

,

Or

$5 Off

Therapeutic Massage
(Reg $35 Value)

Come In For A FREE
Guest Visit
Cal: For An Appt
Exp,res Apnl 17 1982

Expires April 17. 1982

think the sincerity was
there but not the knowledge
to back it up."
The Red Rockers will
be doing a bit of traveling
themselves. They’ve been
invited to Cuba by the
Cuban government, who
according to Hill, picked up

’We’re still a young band
and maybe we’ve fired blanks’

European Facial

Membership Includes:

7e

if it reaches just a few
doing
people,
it’s
something. How many kids
will pick up a political book
and read it?"
Patrick Jones: "We
deal with what Americans
are going through. We
haven’t hit on all points yet.

Did you consciously set
out to be a politically aware
band?
Darren Hill: "We were
like that before we were in
the band. We were involved
in politics in high school
) Hill served on the student
council
at
Benjamin
Franklin High School in
New Orleans). It just
seemed natural to us.
suppose if we
weren’t in a band, we’d be
doing something else.
maybe writing or doing
films. Maybe even
studying political science
in college and going on to
do something in politics."
The songs on the Red
Rockers debut album
"Condition Red," range
from serious political
statements like "Guns of
Revolution" and "Live or
Die" to youthful anthems
like "Teenage Underground".
"Basically we’re just
into making people become
aware of what’s going on
around them. We’re not
preaching or harping on
any one subject."

gingiss. formalwear

This Coupon Is Worth

These four men; John
Griffith, James Singletary,
Darren Hill, and Patrick
Jones are the "Red
Rockers," a New Orleans
based band that doesn’t
play jazz. In a cramped
Berkeley Square dressing
room before a recent show,
they explained why.

"Let Yourself Be Pampered
For One Full Hour’’
Expires April 17, 1982

se4,,,titoi

a radio broadcast of the
band’s music coming out of
Key West, Florida. In
August, the band will be
going to Costa Rica to
record their second album.
PJ: "Right down there
in the hot spot."
Hill explained that the
band’s label 415 records
has signed a distribution
deal with CBS and they’ve
got a studio the band can
use for free.
DH: "We think it will
be a great learning experience."
PJ: "I think it’s a tax
write-off."
After the attacks they
suffered on the first album,
the band is planning to be a
lot more careful about
making blanket statements
without backing them up.
PJ: "We’re definitely
going to take time to learn
about what’s been going
on.
DH: "On the next
album we are going to go
over the lyrics to make
sure we all agree with them
because that was kind of a
fault on the first album."
PJ: "There’s four
individuals in this band
with four different perspectives and personalities. I think the next
album should be as diverse
as we can let it be without
letting it get out of hand.
"Let’s say he was a
communist and I was a
Marxist and John was a
strict Republican, and
James was libertarian..."
I don’t think you’d be In
the same band.
PJ: "That’s not the
way it is but we still have
four different outlooks.
We’re not all going to think
the same way on certain
issues."
New Orleans calling?

Page 5
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Album Review

Gamma’s energy waning with third release
By Stewart Emerson
Agamma ray in
purely raw terms
any
is
electromagnetic radiation
with energy greater than
several hundred thousand
electron volts. However,
Gama’s new album,
’Gamma 3," if measured
on the same scale, barely
produces enough energy to
light a 100-watt bulb.
When Gamma, a San
Francisco-based guitar/synthesizer group, formed
in 1979 under the leadership

energy, mainly Montrose
on guitar, that earned the
group’s following.
That energy
was
galvanized
into
a
penetrating rhythm for the
"Gamma 2" LP in 1980,
when founding members
Montrose and vocalist
Davey Pattison invited
bassist Glenn Letsch and
drummer Denny Carmassi
to join the band.
"On the last two
albums, we worked out all
the parts on an eight track
machine in the studio
rehearsal hall," Montrose

"Right The First Time,"
the album’s first single
which is beginning to get
more air time and
"Stranger," are pretty
catchy tunes that grow on a
person like fungus.
"With the equipment
set up to record basic
tracks, we were able to
pick up many of the
nuances of arrangements
and new musical ideas that
were going on," Montrose
continued. "A lot of things
came out of rehearsing in
the studio I doubt we’d
have been able to get in a
rehearsal hall."

Chirps, whiz-bangs, ringing
add nothing to picture
of guitarist Ronnie Montrose, they were tabbed as
a group capable of blending
fusion and rock together to
formulate the sound of the
future.
To some extent, their
third album does show a
gradual evolution of style
from their first two
albums, "Gamma 1" and
"2." The new Gamma
"sound" is more fullbodied with the addition of
keyboardist
Mitchell
Froom, who replaced
synthesizer player Jim
Alcivar. While perhaps
slightly more defined,
"Gamma 3" lacks the raw

has said in press releases.
"So everything was pretty
much set before we went
into the studio.
"But this time, we
rehearsed in the studio
Francisco’s
(San
Automatt) and just experimented around with
the 24-track machine
rolling all the time."
The result is a ninesong work which doesn’t
captivate the listeners, but
doesn’t put them to sleep
either. This is an album
which definitely requires a
lot of playing time before
passing judgement.
Some of the songs, like

"Moving Violation,"
"Condition Yellow" and
"Third Degree’ sound
more like they were
recorded in an arcade hall
than a studio. Although
"Condition Yellow" has a
synlight-hearted,
thesizer/circus sound that
slowly draws in the
listener, the other songs
sound as if Gamma was
trying too hard to experiment.
Many of the outerspace chirps, whiz-bangs,
linear-ringing and incandescent frills just don’t
add anything to the overall
audio picture. Instead of

blending into the music as
part of the song, the
"nuances" and "new
musical ideas" are very
separate and appear to be
added at random.

album
annually,
the
recordings would be the
better for it.
Regardless of what is
written here, Gamma is a

band with potential. They
do try hard, and their third
effort is at least worth an
open-minded ear. They just
try a little too hard.

With the exception of
"Mobile Devotion," with
its deliberate drumbeat
and ethereal background
( a direction Gamma should
consider steering toward in
the future), "Stranger"
and "Right The First
Time," the music tends to
stray at times, with no
apparent direction. Even
"Stranger," with its Morse
code beginning (which
takes some getting used
to), tries too hard to get a
message across.
It is reminiscent of the
sixties, when artists tried
to hide clues in their songs.
which when deciphered,
supposedly would provide
the real meaning to life.
Gamma should leave
cryptic messages to the
cryptics. If they concentrated on putting out
records every two years
instead of forcing out an
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Barefoot Baroness
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Deer Sew N Sew

SPECIALTY SHOPS
Andre’s Pipe Gallery

Mud in Your Eye Pottery
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Bath & Gift Boutique
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The Candlemakers
Dales’s Collector Plates
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Thp Indian Store
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Special Projects Manager
Section Manager
Account Executives

Key to the founding
of Los Gatos
There have been many stories told
about how Los Gatos got its name. All of
them have been based on fiction. In 1927 a
daughter of one of the earliest settlers in
the Rinconada de Los Gatos was living in
Redwood City. What is believed to be the
only authentic explanation of how Los
Gatos got its name was obtained from her.
The account follows: Jose Hernandez,
living in San Jose late in the year 1839, felt
the restriction of too close neighbors and
the need for more acreage for his growing
family of eight children. His brother,
brother-in-law, four Indians and himself
set off toward Santa Cruz. They macheted
their way over the mountains and came
out on the north side of the Santa Cruz
mountains. The wild grass was from three
to four feet high, and Jose expressed that
this was the spot he had been searching
for - if only it had water.
While a discussion about the area was
going on, a terrific fight broke out between
two wild cats. Jose said not to shoot them
because they could lead them to water. An

old Indian who could supposedly smell
water was sent out and he evidently found
San Thomas Creek. In celebration over
finding water, Jose Hernandez said they
could call the site "Rinconada de Los
Gatos," meaning "The Corner of The
Cats."
From this beginning grew a town that
is a mixture of charming old and new
buildings that house businesses of a wide
variety. Near the heart of the city is a
shopping area called Old Town. It was
once an old abandoned schoolhouse that
has become a charming shopping area
exciting to buyers and window shoppers
from all walks of life. Stroll down the
garden pathways, up and down the wooden
stairways, peer into quaint shops with
merchandise ranging from art galleries to
hand-made leather craft shops where you
can watch the craftsman work. The
restaurants are as varied as the shops.
Come and enjoy. It’s only fifteen minutes
from San Jose State campus.

The Hen House
CBoutique
Featuring

Pipes repaired
on premises

-Long Dresses By:
Roberta
Funky

Handcrafted
briar pipes
OLD TOWN
(408)354-1788
James Andre

-Sportswear By:
Santa Cruz Imports
Cherikee
354-5955
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Jess
El Jardin ,40
Enjoy elegant dining in a tropical
garden atmosphere. The food is
prepared just the way you want it.
Serving Lunch. and Dinner:
Specialties
Quesadillas
Potatoe Skins
Ensaladas
Tamales
Tacos
Rellenos

Tostadas
Burritos
Chile
Flatas
Chimichangas
Enchiladas

The "No Substitution" Rule
Doesn’t Apply at Jess’

Sunday --Thursday
lla.m.--10p.m.
Friday --Saturday
lla.m.--11p.m.

-Sunday Brunch

11a.m. - 3p.m.

Complimentary Champagne

-Happy Hour

.

Monday --Friday 3p.m. - 6p.m.
Margaritas --$1.25
Well Drinks --$1.00
Complimentary Appetizers
For Reservations Call: 395-5377
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Walden Pond Bookstore
Wooden Horse Toy Store

MISCELLANEOUS

Nip fi
reee /At --puvt/tkplare

Marketplace
Theater West

IMPORT SHOPS

JEWELRY SHOPS

Tibet Shop

Design Jewelers
Jewelrymakers
J.L. Jewelers

ART GALLERIES
RESTAURANTS/FOOD

Old Town Art Center
Terrace Gallery

LOS GATOS 354-6596

B.J. Bull Meat Pies

FOR THOSE WHO DARE TO BE
DIFFERENT

Take an afternoon break.

,Karen Okuda
Susan Larramendy
Debbie Kos and Marie Elkins

(Bath

Relax and enjoy an Expresso coffee overlooking
the Old Town Gardens.

& Gift Boutique
of Old Town

Crickets Restaurant
F.T. Atlantis
Jess’ El Jardin
Mimi’s Rooftop Cafe
Morrow’s Nut House
Season’s Restaurant
Wine Cellar

Featur;ng
- Blintzes
- Chocolate
Mousse Torte
- French Pastries
- New York Style
Cheesecake

- WILD JEWELRY
- FASHION HEADBANDS
- EXOTIC HAIRCOMBS
OLD TOWN LOS GATOS 354-6636

SPRING SALE
Many Items

20% - 50% Off

Daily
354-5511

Open to 5p.m.

50 University Ave. Los Gatos
Sandy Miller 354-8710 mil

1 1 a.m.-7p.m.

Crickets
-Buffet Lunches $4.95
Mon.-Fri.
11:30-12:30

-Sat. & Sun. Brunches
Mud in Your Eye Pottery
Studio has the largest and
finest selection of hand
thrown pottery in the bay
area.
Old Town, 354-8104
Pier 39, 397-4675
el San Francisco )

Complimentary Champagne
designer lingerie "

-Entertainment
Thurs.-Sat.

51 University Ave. Los Gatos

395-3775

395-3535

iNOT‘FTEIELNY

WE CARRY
ALL
36 FLAVORS

NEENgS
. . ilk-el,
at

OLD TOWN, LOS GATOS
OPEN 7 DAYS 2184-3013
(lormied nengi to Milml’a Rooftop rain)

Proprietors -

PRESENTS

LADIES
AT THE
ALAMO
No one under

MARCH 12
Thru

APRIL 10
stud., it Discounts
Available

by Paul Zencial

17 admitted without parent or guardian due to the nudity

and strong language

Marlene &
Marshall Burak

OLD TOWN THEATRE, Los Gatos
Tickets Available At
395-5434
Most Bay Area Agencies

pmemmommemememilipminRamiiiiiimimm..
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music

Fremont club boasts clean fun
By Chris Borden
come to Niles Station without
They
leather, colors or knives. It didn’t
used to be that way, though.
Formerly one of the rowdiest nightclubs in the Bay Area, Niles Station
recently got a facelift and cleaned up its
act.
"I built 90 percent of it," beamed
owner Bob Temple, "and !still haven’t put
in all the improvemnts."
It’s a tastefully decorated place, with
an attractive, well-behaved crowd quite
a contrast to many of today’s rock’n roll
hotspots.
The colorful history of the Niles
district is reflected by the numerous
photographs of old movie studios, railroad
stations and hillside scenes.
As for the entertainment, it’s all good,
clean fun.
Temple features "the cream of the
crop in local bands" such as Hush, Looker,
Sneezer, and, for his Tuesday night "Jam
Session," Art Najera and the Hots. Temple
said they put on a good show of blues and
rock and that they attract a large crowd of
dancers.
One thing’s for sure, though. The
music is a refreshing change from the
disco or punk rock scene at times it’s
even reminiscent of the good old days of
rock bands.
"At my place, the days of sleazy rock

and roll are gone," Temple said.
His patrons heartily agree.
"It’s the only place with good rock ’n
roll going," said Karen Savage, a waitress
from Fremont.
Temple is happy with the crowds at
Niles Station.
"People are impressed with what they
see," he said.
There is a different band every night.
The music is basic blues and rock.
"On Valentine’s Day, I had Canned
Heat in here," Temple said. "The house
was packed."
A glance around the room reveals a
predominantly young crowd, attractive
and well-dressed.
"We’re after the better crowd,"
Temple said.
By 9:30 p.m. the place was filled.
Patrons milled about, some venturing to
the dance floor to "rock" to Looker’s lively
rendition of "Mony, Mony."
Others became entranced by the video
games.
The neatly arranged silver-backed
chairs provided a comfortable inducement
to soft conversation for many.
Temple is proud that Niles Station is
among the select group of clubs that have
no cover charge.
"Most people don’t even believe that
when they come," he said. "We’ve gone
six months without a cover charge."
Some really enjoy the atmosphere

By Ka en -Sorensen

Niles Station is a popular night spot for many Fremont area residents
"Sneezer," (above) is just one of the bands that frequent the club.
since the club’s changes.
"It’s a good laugh since they got all
new faces in here," said Michael Smith, a
construction worker from Fremont.
Niles Station invites its patrons to get

on a mailing list to keep abreast of the
talent appearing at the club.
Niles Station is located in Fremont at
37501 Niles Blvd. The hours are 3 p.m. to 2
a.m. Tuesday through Saturday. The club
is closed on Sunday and Monday.

A melting pot of unconventional ’Material’
By Lee Sherman

PI" 044

Album
Review

IGet Tricky on
April Fool’s Day
Novelties

Books

CrAlrAliatit

Masks

Make-up

Classes

Ofialliitiaiifrp
Reece Jensen Jr
May iai

of the collective) is easy to
pin down.
In the April 4, 1981
issue of New Musical
Express,
Beinhorn
described the music of
Material as "garage funk
punk
jazz
electronic
communist white noise,"
and I guess that sums it up
pretty well.
Material
takes
elements of all those
sounds and places them in
an "urban" melting pot
fitting their New York
origins.
"Memory Serves," the
group’s first album or
Electra/Musician (a new
label specializing in well-

is nothing
There
conventional about either the
group or its music.
Material is a constantly evolving group of
musicians that revolve
about a nucleus consisting
of bassist Bill Laswell,
Michael
synthesist
Beinhorn and soundBisi.
Martin
man/engineer
Progressive guitarist Fred
Frith, jazz guitarist Sonny
Sharrock, and disco singer
Nona Hendryx are
sometimes included in the
ranks but nothing about
Material (or any member

1.171.4"

Lige,
BOB MOLDER
5% off on All
N
te
Labor for
’
Students & Facul(N

Bring this ad
with You!

SAN JOSE AUTO BODY SHOP
COMPLETE PAINTING & BODY REPAIR

147 N Santa Cruz Avenue
Los Gatos. CA 95030
(408) 354 3144

PHONE 295-7118
INSURANCE WORK
ALL WORK GLIARANTILIO

60 STOCKTON AVENUE
SAN JOSE. CALIF 95126

packaged releases by jazz
legends), defies description in terms of a song-bysong analysis. It is, more
acurately, an aural collage
of sounds with a subversive
tendency to undermine

Although this is serious
music, one song actually
brought a smile to my face
with its snakey guitar lines.
For the most part,
these are exploratory instrumental excursions, the

Fat, heavy bass work
with occasional violin
conventional notions of
what constitutes "jazz."
Material does this
through the use of radios,
telephones, and tapes,
devices not normally
thought of as "inin the
struments"
traditional sense.
These effects are
combined with fat heavy
bass work, spare drums,
guitar, and an occasional
violin to either intrigue or
alienate the listener.
Some of the tracks
moake for fascinating mood
music but others are
disconnected, dischordant
and disorienting, and
merely repel the listener.

vocals provided by voices
captured on tape from old
radio broadcasts. On a few
vocal tracks, the vocals are
in the "progressive" vein
of King Crimson.
"Conform to Rhythm,"
returns to African roots
like recent records by
Talking Heads and Brian
Eno.
"Memory Serves" is a
difficult record that doesn’t
necessarily give any indication as to what
Material is about now, or
what they’ll do in the
future. As a contemporary
statement, it’s "interesting."

II
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film
Plot twists turn ’Deathtrap’ into fine film fun
By Vivian Vasquez
idney Linnet is
teamed with Jay
Presson
Allen
once again in the motion
picture, "Deathtrap."
Lumet is the director
and Allen, who wrote the
screenplay, also served as
executive producer.

The pair are responsible for such hits as
"Serpico,’"Dog Day Afternoon" and "Network."
The only thing these
movies have in common
with "Deathtrap," is the
fact that the protagonists
are New Yorkers.
The movie stars
Michael Caine in the
leading role as Sidney
Bruhl. Bruhl, once an infallible
Broadway
playwright, has just closed
his fourth loser in a row.
Dyan Cannon portrays
his wife, Myra. Myra is a
scream. Especially when
she screams. She does this
throughout most of her
appearances on screen.
For instance, when the
phone rings, the door
slams, a noise is heard and
when Sidney touches her,
she shrieks.
Myra appears to be a
loving, devoted wife who
happens to have a nervous
condition, a bad heart and
a lot of money.
Sidney’s ex -student,
Clifford Anderson, is
played by Christopher
Reeve. Clifford is a junior
in college and an amateur
playwright.

To add some spice to
this comedy, Irene Worth
plays a psychic, Helga ten
Dorp. After all, what’s a
mystery without a
psychic?
"Deathtrap" is one of
those "whodunit" films.
However, there’s no butler
or detective in this flick. In
fact, the audience is the

detective.
You know someone’s
going to be murdered
because the opening shot of
the movie revolves around
a weapon collection of
knives, guns, bows and
maces in a room that
resembles a torture
chamber and turns out to
be Sidney’s den.
The big question is
why, who and how.
The why becomes sort
of matter-of-fact when the
audience discovers Sidney
is going broke and is in
desperate need of money.
The most likely candidate for death would be
Clifford, who just happens
to have a sure-hit play,

"Deathtrap."
Sidney wants to kill
him off and claim the play
as his own. Myra is
hysterical and tries her
best to convince him to
produce the play and split
the profits 50-50 with
Clifford.
No, the writer says,
this would bore the
audience, so what do you
think happens?
Sidney invites Clifford
over
to
discuss
"Deathtrap."
Enters Christopher
Reeve as Clifford.
Sidney tricks Clifford
into trying on a pair of
Houdini’s handcuffs and
after a few minutes of
dialogue, wrestles him to
the ground and tries to
strangle him with a chain.
"How dare you attack
Superman," I heard a little
boy in the audience say.
Well, Clifford appears
to die and the kid behind
me started to cry.
Sidney brainwashes
Myra into believing it was
the only thing to do in his
moment of insanity and she
helps him bury Clifford in
their vegetable garden.
A twist is added to the
story when Bruhl happens
to have a neighbor with
psychic powers, Helga ten
Dorp.
Helga shows up at
Bruhl’s home because of a
feeling of pain. She feels
there is a room of pain in
Bruhl’s home, which just
happens to be the weapon
room.
The Bruhls are afraid
they’ve been found out.
But no, Helga’s powers
are only lukewarm at this
point in the flick. Before
she leaves, Helga predicts
a man in boots will attack
Sidney and a woman will
try to kill him with a knife
in his study.
As the Bruhls tuck
themselves into bed, guess
who crashes through their

"BEST FILM OF THE YEAR!"
Roger Ebert, PBS Sneak Previews

Everybody’s talking about...

Th

or
fr
WITH Ado

MY
DINNER

\
_

SIXTH NUTRITIOUS WEEK
MON FRI 7 30 & 9 30
SAT/Sun. 330
30 7 30 & 9 30
30 53 301
0,Att ST.nAvA AT

366 So. First, San Jose 294-3800

bedroom French doors?
Clifford, covered with
blood and dirt from the
vegetable garden.
He proceeds to beat
Sidney with a styrofoam
log.
Myra runs downstairs
and screams herself to
death.
Now you see, the plot
thickens here, because
Sidney and Clifford are in
cohoots to kill Myra. They
celebrate their success
with a kiss.

discovers the welfare play
turns out to be a play
depicting how Myra died.
Clifford convinces his
"...companion, lover and
cohort," to help write the
play and once again,
murder is in the air.
The big question this
time is who and how. We all
know why.
When Clifford completes the first act, he and
Sidney celebrate with a
toast of drinks. At this point

Helga enters the house
with a lighted candle. She
takes a gun of the wall and
tells Sidney she knows all.
The audience was
screaming, "No...get him,
Helga. Poor Superman."
And the little boy behind
me was crying again.
Now comes the biggest
twist of all. Cliff is not
dead, he just has an arrow
in his spine. He grabs
Helga’s leg, she trips and
all three of them struggle
for a weapon while the
storm rages on in the
background.

Comical murders, fake blood,
but little violence, swearing
At this point in the
movie, a mother and
several children walked
out of the theater. She was
desperately trying to explain to the kids why two
men were kissing. Other
people also walked out in
disgust.
If that didn’t beat all,
there was a tremendous
amount of laughter coming
from the remaining
audience, mostly out of
anxiety or maybe disbelief
in the plot twist.
To get on with the
story, Sidney passes
Clifford off as his male
secretary, who just so
happens to be living with
him after Myra’s death.
In his spare time,
Clifford is writing a play
about the welfare office he
used to work in. He doesn’t
want Sidney to read it until
he’s finished writing it.
This sparks Sidney’s
interest. He comically
steals the script from
Clifford and to his outrage,

in the movie, a thunder
storm, complete with
lightning, breaks the ice.
Helga returns for a
visit to borrow some
candles.
She warns Sidney to
get rid of Clifford because
she senses he is dangerous.
Exit Helga.
Sidney has already
agreed to write act two of
Clifford’s play. However,
he’s a firm believer in
everything
acting
en.
before i
iul jest, he
In
tries to ni,..,4er Clifford. In
return, Cliford tries to
murder Sidney.
The murder attempts
are hysterical. The timing
of lightning flashes add to
the hysterics.
One of Clifford’s lines
during a lightning flash is,
"Corny, but effective."
Clifford ends up with
an arrow in his back. At
this point, the lights are
completely out in the
house.

As the movie ends, the
play "Deathtrap" is being
staged on Broadway.
Helga has changed her
grey sweatsuit and pink
baseball cap for a tacky
evening dress and gaudy
jewelry..
The marquee reads
"Deathtrap," by Helga ten
Dorn.
I found the movie kind
of sluggish in the beginning. However, it picked up
and was pretty funny once
the murders started.
The movie is rated PG,
however, I would seriously
advise parents with
children to consider the
playful homosexual parts
in the movie before taking
them to see it.
Aside from the comical
murders and fake blood,
there’s little violence and
hardly any swearing.
If you’re into weird
movies with comical
twists, I would suggest you
see "Deathtrap."

SPECIAL
ILFORD R.C. PAPER
8x10 25 sheet $8.99
Proof file
Negative file pages r,$.18 each
8X Magnifier $3.75

DISCOUNT CAMERA SALES
171 S. 3rd St., S.J.
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theater
A.C.T. production weak

’Mourning’ not too electrifying
By Bruce Buckland
Eugene O’Neill
fanciers will be
sadly disappointed with ACT’s production
of "Mourning Becomes
Electra," playing at the
American Conservatory
Theatre in San Francisco
through May 27.
"Electra" is O’Neill’s
domesticated version of a
Greek legend recounted in
the Aeschylean trilogy
"The Orestia." Agememnon’s triumphant return
from the Trojan War to a
home seething with intrigues is retold as the return of wealthy Ezra
Mannon to his New
England estate following
the Civil War.
The household Mannon
finds is a swamp of incestuous relationships,
blood guilt and cruel
ironies, offering unlimited
dramatic possibilities. The
problem with this show is
that the possibilities just
aren’t realized.
The critical role, that
of Electra (or O’Neill’s
Lavinia) is what makes
this play an expressionistic
masterpiece. Her inner life
bursts out in her stammering, compulsive utterances.
Lavinia’s
dialogue becomes the life
of the show.
Not so in A.C.T.’s
production. Julia Fletcher’s Lavinia is half-

hearted during the first two
plays of the trilogy.
Lavinia’s cravenness and
cruelty, her quick
ingratiation, lack the
emotional power the lines
offer.
Why? It’s not entirely
the actress’ fault. During

Some of the performances were quite
good. Ann Lawder as
Christine (Mannon’s wife
placed just the right inflection in her voice to
mimic an accent that was,
as O’Neill’s "choir" of
servants put it, "furin."

Possibilities of play
never fully realized
the final play of the trilogy,
"The Haunted," Fletcher
captures a flicker of the
spontaneity that was
lacking during the first two
thirds of the show.
So she has the talent
for the part. Seemingly the
fault lies with Allen
Fletcher’s direction. He
should have brought out the
talent that showed through
in the third play much
earlier in the show.
There were some
bright spots in the show.
O’Neill’s transplantation of
the Greek theme of fate
into modern psychoanalytical terms tantalizes the
imagination.
And it must pointed out
that "Electra" is a
marathon undertaking,
with five hours of performing time organized
into three plays with a total
of 13 acts. The players
deserve points for sheer
endurance.

ift’wt Twin Dragon
Restaurant

Lawder brings power
and honesty to the role of
Christine, the bittersweet
personification of beauty
waning. Her dialogue is
executed with emotion
short of lapsing into pathos.
Pathos is the only word
that can describe the
Oedipal dependence of
Orin, Christine’s son and
Lavinia’s brother. His
incestuous jealousy, first of
his mother and then
Lavinia are convincingly
portrayed by Thomas
Oglesby in an interesting
change from some of his
earlier comedic roles.
Some other interesting
departures marked this
show, necessarily, since
the psychodrama is barely
interrupted by any comic
relief. The players approach the stage from the
aisles through the
audience. O’Neill uses a
servant family as a modern
equivalent of the Greek
choir. And the costuming is
particularly well-designed.
Lavinia first appears
in the severe black
costume of mourning, and
remains thus clad
throughout the first two

Authentic Chinese-Korean Cuisine

American Conservatory Theatre presents Eugene O’Neill’s "Mourning
Becomes Electra" through May 27.
plays. After her mother’s
suicide, Lavinia blossoms
forth in a bright green
gown, displaying what
seemed an improbably
ample bosom.

$6.95
OPEN 7 DAYS
3-9 PMSun.-Thum
3-10 PMFri.-Sat.
LUNCH SPECIALS
From *2.95
Mon..Fri. 11-3 PM
292-2773
156 East Jackson 131., UM JOS.
At Nora Fourth

ea

COCK TAILS
TAKE OUT ORDERS

this production could have
been a fascinating study in
tragedy. Her failure to
emote, though, (as noted,
probably a failure of
direction as well) marred

Could have been a
’study in tragedy’
But the superficial
resemblance to her mother
suggested by the change of
costume is accompanied by
a more sinister and
profound similarity. Orin’s

Complete Family Dinners
BBQ Pork Ribs
BBQ Short Ribs
BBQ Pork
BBQ Chicken
Fish Tempura
Beef Shishkabob

incestuous possessiveness
of his mother is transferred
to her, and Lavinia realizes
she is fated to relive the
Mannon curse borne by her
mother.

Wing’s
Chinese
Restaurant
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner
Closed Mondays
6 Blocks north of
Santa Clara St. between
3rd & 4th
294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson St.

3V.

Whereupon
she
renounces her bright garb
and returns, in the final
act, to her severe costume
of mourning, hence
"Mourning
Becomes
Electra."
If only Lavinia (Julia
Fletcher) could have
projected the emotional
power she had in the final
act throughout the show,

this treatment of "Electra."
To support this contention one need only point
to the 1947 film production
with
of
"Electra,"
Rosalind Russell in the role
of Lavinia. If ever a viewer
was held and mastered by
a part, Russell’s Lavinia
did it. Too bad A.C.T. can’t
say the same.

"Fine Submarine Sandwiches Since 1968"

Mon. -Sat. 10:30-10:00
Sundays 11:00-10:00

8th 614 William St.
297-1132
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Entertainer
Calendar
ART
for
Search
"The
Alexandel," at the De
Young Museum. Golden
Gate Park. San Francisco. Through May 31.
"Gandharan Sculpture:
An
Alexandrian
Heritage," Asian
Museum of Art. Golden
Gate Park. San Francisco. Through May 1
"The People and Art of
Philippines,"
the
Oakland Museum of Art.
1000 Oak St. , Oakland
Americans
"Urban
America." San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art.
Van Ness Avenue at
McAllister Street San
Francisco.
"Works on Paper," San
Jose Museum of Art, 110
Market St.. San Jose.

8

MUSIC
Spirit, Canned Heat
Samont
Friday,
Cranston Band, Jerry
at
SikorskiSaturday
Keystone Berkeley. 2119
University Ave. Berkeley.
Phil Seymour, The
Humans, The Squares
Friday. at Keystone Palo
Alto. 260 California
Ave.. Palo Alto.
UK Subs. Anti -Nowhere
League. Crusifix Friday
at The So Stone, 412
Broadway. San Francisco.
Rags, Friday at The Sly
Fox. 1419 Burlingame
Ave.. Burlingame.
The Kids, Hyts, Bleu
Food Tonight, Tom
Coster Saturday and
Fabulous Thunderbirds
at Old Waldorf. 444
Battery St.. San Francisco.
XTC, Jools Holland and
his Millionaires, next
Wednesday at Kubuki
Nightclub. Japan Center
Theatre, San Francisco.
Blind Wave, Lemmings

tonight, Brian Augur
and the Search Party,
Norman Salant, Charlie
at
PeacockSaturday
Berkeley Square.1333
Ave..
University
Berkeley.
Commander Cody. The
Moonliters, Friday. at
The Last Day Saloon,
406 Clement ST., San
Francisco.
THEATER
Blanket
"Beach
Babylon Goes to The
Stars and Broadway."
tonight 8 p.m.. Friday
and Saturday 8 and 10
p.m. at Club Fugazi, 678
Green St., San Francisco.
"Evita" tonight, 8 p.m..
p.m..
Friday
8:30
Saturday 2:30 and 8
p.m. -* Golden Gate
Aden Gate
Theate
streets at
and
irancisco.
Market.
Landings,"
"Happy
American Conservatory
Theater. Friday 8:30
p.m. at Geary Theater.
450 Geary St . San

Francisco.
"Heartbreak House,"
tonight through Saturday
at 8 p.m. Berkeley
Repertory Theater. 2025
Addison St.. Berkeley.
"Ladies at the Alamo,"
TheaterWest. Friday and
Saturday 9 p.m. at Old
50
Theater,
Town
University AVe.. Los
Gatos.
"Mourning Becomes
Electra," Saturday 6:30
p.m. at A.C.T., 450
Geary St.. San Francisco.
"Possum Song," and
"Off Center," Magic
Theater, tonight through
Sunday at 8 p.m..
Building D.. Fort Mason
Center, San Francisco.
"Still Life." Eureka
Company.
Theater
tonight through Sunday
at 8. People’s Theater.
Fort Mason Center, Sari
Francisco

PARTY!
Enrique’s
restaurant
wine I

cocktails
with lunch.
liring this ad and revel.,
second lunch free!
Drau lug for free meals.

By Dave Lepon

Sammy Hagar demonstrated that P.F. flyers really do make you "jump
higher," at last weekend’s Cow Palace concert. Look for an interview with
the opening band, "Quarterflash" in the next Entertainer
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_DAILY DUDS
continued from page 2
prostitute during a USO
dance. The whole movie is
in bad taste/humor. A low
budget flick, "Rabbit Test"
has the look of a cheap
video movie.
One particularly tacky
moment in the film occurs
when an Italian family
table
gathers around
awaiting their dinner.
When the stereotypical
mother places a heap of
garbage on the table the
family members look
chagrined.
That chagrin, however,
turns into cheers when the
mother sprays the food
with "Raid." Sick stuff.
2."Plan 9 from Outer
Space" - this movie is dog
meat. Bela Lugosi died
during the milking of this
movie and a major revision
in the plot was required.
writersis
The
however, didn’t heed such
advice and instead substituted another actor in
the place of I.ugosi. You
can tell he isn’t the real
I.ugosi because he continuously hides face behind
a Dracula cape.
To quote from the book
Horrors: From Screen to
Scream; -Incredibly awful
script, acting, special
affects and editing mar the
film a wee bit."
1.1n a tough struggle
with "Plan 9 from Outer
"Creeping
Space,"
Terror"eeked out the
victory for the worst movie
of all time, according to the
1982 Daily Duds.
What made "Creeping
Terror" so terrible was the
monster that appeared in
the movie and the sound
track which haunts the.

So there you have it,
the Spartan Daily Duds.
The staff’s choices for the
worst films that they’ve
ever seen.
I realize that the
preceding list did not include all of the worst films,
I’m sure there are a
number of them that we
missed,
whether
mistakenly or through
sheer avoidance.

The frightening
nature of the
subject matter
prohibits
revealing
the shocking
transformation
that occurs
in the film.

There are a number of
people and corporations
that we would all like to
thank. For without their
time,
effort
and
cooperation, none of this
would be possible.

,
’"f114’4t

We would like to thank
the actors who regularly
appear in had movies and
lend credibility to the incredulous. Names like
Sonny Tufts, Elliot Gould,
Peter I.a wford, Elvis
Presley, Tony Curtis, Julie

NOW SHOWING
TILL 1984!!!
movie’s production value.
The monster is, according to Lee Sherman,
"outrageously vague." If
you look carefully at the
multi-legged creature you
can see the pant legs of the
people walking inside of it.
I emphasize the word "it"
because, up to today, no
one knows exactly what
that monster is supposed to
be.

TOWER SALOON
Enjoy our friendly at
and dance to live music.

The sound track of the
original movie
was
evidently erased or lost
because a second track was
added in after the fact. The
sound track is so off-synch
that it lends an element of
ludicry to the movie rarely
seen before in a cinematic
film.
This movie is worthy of
the distinction as the
"worst film of all-time."

Om

LIVE BANDS, 9:30-1:30a.m.: Fri, Sat
(.lpril 23 -Mirage)

163 W. Santa Clara Si..
just 5 blocks from campus.
(294-2430)

Therefore we tip our
hats to channels 2, 20, 36
and 44 with the utmost
respect. This Dud’s for
you," guys.
Thank you’s aside, this
concludes the 1982 version
of the Daily Duds, an
overindulgent exercise in
film criticism conducted by
a distinguished group of
novice film critics who all
had a great time comparing and constrasting
our choices for the worst
films of all-time.
And remember, there’s
an art to creating good
films, but there’s a God
given talent when it comes
to making awful movies.

Think things are tough?
Even Republicans are saying,

Andrews they’re synonymous with dogs and
turkies. And we salute
them.
Sleazy producers like
Roger Corman and Bob
Guccione should be
acknowledged for their
below par work. Without
hindsight and
their
inadequate know-how, bad
be made in
wouln’t
films
the first place. It’s their
dedication and inner drive
that spurs them on to the
common
lowest
denominator posible.
Directors such as J.
Lee Thompson and Michael
Winner are commended by
us for their work. They
bring out innocuous after
innocuous performance

At midday We
department’s investii
the Student Union ag
not comment on their
Chief Quinton
statement at phlice
about the bomb threat
"The calling pal
said that a bomb w
twenty minutes," Qui!

La Paz
Margaritas

Police have no II
cident. I.unsford said
probably a student.
"There were midi
We have bomb tl
midterms," I.unsford

Special Discount For
inn S.J.S.U. Students
00
n
LOFF

Also: Choice of Steaks &
Daily Specials
Margaritas
99a
Hours: Mon Sat. 5 10 PM
Sunday 4 9 PM

With the purchase of 2
Good Mon.-Thurs. onl

Unlimited Portions

Includes:
Broasted Chicken, BBC) Spare Ribs.
fresh Blueberry Muffins & Honey
Butter, Homestyle Soup, Mixed Garden
Salad. Two Garden Fresh Vegetables
and Potatoes.

246-4451

CHICKEN &
BBQ RIB
DINNERS

dinner’,

CI$1 OFF With One Dinner
$2 OFF With Two Dinners
$3 OFF With Three Dinners

Reg. price:

$6.95

Offer expires
April 30, 1982
Not suthect to any other discount

745 S. Winchester, San Jose (Next to Century 24)
’COUPON

The bomb threa
shortly after noc
unidentified person
department and paid
be detonated insic
Economics Buildim
minutes."
At the time, a r
department’s inve.
administrators, inc
Earnest Quinton,
Student Union watchi
of about 20 pro-Khom
and over 40 i
demonstrators.
Police stood at
inside the Stubenl
communicated wit
officers in the area by

When the boml
called in, Sgt. Bud)
Officer Alex Douro%
ched to the Hon
Building, according ti
police department’s If
The building was
because it was the
cording to Russ Lunt
services officer forth

WUCHISTES

Happy Hour: 1:30-7:00p.ni.
Ilot Coffee Drinks 1.25
Tasty snacks
Audition Night, 9:00-11:00p.m.: 7’hu
(April 1 -Best of Both Worlds)

from their cast and crew.
It’s their refined style of
misdirection that gives bad
movie making a good
name.
But most of all we’d
like to thank the television
stations that regularly play
these movies at all hours of
the day andnight.
We understand the
circumstances that go with
showing a hateful movie on
one’s channel. Channel 50
knows. That station was
banished from the airwaves after showing
"Santa Claus Versus the
Martians" one too many
times.’

By Phil LE
Wednesday, un
almost became victi
Law, i.e. if somethin
it will.
While most of ti
personnel were sta
Student Union wal
gathering of opp
groups, the departn
call from someone
Home Economics In:
bombed.
The departmer
reprieve, however, E
bomb blast.
But police did bri
mob of
anti-Khoi
strators, arresting
Student Union.

0

Greg
most
By Jon Sod;
The biggest r
event for the A.S. pre
March wasn’t even sp
group, according t
report submitted to th
directors WednesC
Rolland, program boa
Sunday’s Greg
sponsored entirel
management, nettec
board $390, making
financially successfu
board last month.
Under stipulatioi
28 event, the Kihn
would pay for all of 1.1
for security and stage
Those two services wi
by the univeristy, acc
Varrasso of Kihn man
Of the $3,900 ger
event, 90 percent of
$3,510, went to
management for st
. .
.

